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1. DESCRIPTION - 2207A 

1.1 GENERAL 

The Model 2207A I/O Interface Controller provides the capability to 

interface a WANG 2200B CPU with a Teletyp~or Teletype compatible peri

pheral, terminal, or laboratory instrument, provided that the Tele~ype/ 

Teletype compatible equipment is also compatible to the Electronics 
1 lndustries Association standard RS-232-C • Signal rates up to 1200 baud 

ar~ possible to and from the CPU and externr.l device via the 2207A controller. 

This option is available with the 2200A CPU; however, neit~er paper 

tape punch nor paper tape reader is operable with the limited con:mand 

structure of the 2200A. The 2207A controller can operate with full I/O 

capabilities when used with a 2200B CPU. Commands are provided in the 

2200B language specifications which allow paper tape punch/read operations. 

The 2207A operates at selectable signal rates of 110, 150, 300, 600 

and 1200 baud (asynchronous) with either of the following code formats: 

a) 1 start bit, 8 data bits, 2 stop bits (BINARY); orb) 1 start bit, 

7 data bits plus an even parity bit, and 2 stop bits (ASCII). 

In addition, a break signal from the Teletype produces a HALT/STEP 

command in the 2200; an ESC (Escape) character from the Teletype produces 

a RESET command in the 2200. Thus, the Teletype unit may perform complete 

keyboard operations with the 2200, 

1 
See Product Service Teleprocessing Guide, page 76. 

<B\egistered Trademark; Teletype Corporation, 
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1.2 IDENTIFICATION DIAGRAM - 2207A 

FIGURE 1 110 BAUD 

M;liiiiiiiii-----'Ir ::: ::7 
1200 BAUD 

EXCLUUED 
ON 

OBSOLETE 
2207 

(110 BAUD 
ONLY) 

4 

ASCII/BINARY SWITCH 
ASCII = SWITCH UP 
BINARY = SWITCH DOWN 

FEMALE CANNON CONNECTOR 
FOR TELETYPE/TELETYPE COM
PATIBLE EQUIPMENT WHICH MUST 
CONFORM TO EIA STANDARD 
RS-232-C. 

MOUNTING BRACKET 

C362-1A PC {2207A CONTROLLER) 
6362-1 PC (2207 CONTROLLER,OBSOLETE) 

RCV ADDRESS SWITCH BANK 

XMT ADDRESS SWITCH BANK 



1. l CONNEr.';OR Jl PIN ASSIGNMENTS FOR 2207A 

Jl 
PIN TU FROH 

NUMBERS CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION TTY TTY GROlJ!W 

1 AA Protective Ground x 
2 BA Transmitted Data x 
3 BB Received Data x 
4 -
5 CB Clear To Send x 
b cc Data Set Ready x 
7 AB Signal Ground (Common Return) x 
8 CF Received Line SJgnal Detector x 
9 -

10 -
11 -
12 -
13 -
14 -
15 -
16 -
17 -
18 -
19 -
20 CD Data Terminal Ready x 
21 -
22 -
23 -
24 -
25 -
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1.4 SPECIFLCATIONS 

Electrical Connector: 

Receives Cannon 25 pin male connector, #DB-2SP. {Not supplied hy 

Wang Laboratories.) 

Maximum Cable Length: 

50 ~eet (15.2 meters) 

Code Fonnat (Selectable): 

(a) 1 start bit, 8 data bits, 2 stop bits 

(b) 1 start bit, 7 data bits, even parity bit and 2 stop bits. 

Transmission Rate: 

Selectable baud rates of 110, 150, 300, 600 and 1200, all asynchro~ -lus. 

Special Features: 

Decodes Teletype BREAK signal into a HALT/STEP conunand in the System 2200; 

Decodes Teletype ESCAPE (ESC) character into a RESET command in the 

Sys tern 2200. 

NOTE: 
Conversion of Teletype equipment to EIA standard 
RS-232-C is accomplished by customer. Contact 
parts and service division of Teletype Corp., 
Skokie, Illinois. Tel: 312-9a2-2206. 

2. DESCRIPTION - 2227 

2.1 GENERAL 

The Model 2227 Telecommunications Controller for the WANG System 

2200 consists of a controller board which plugs directly into an I/O slot 

in the CPU (Central Processing Unit) chassis and a 12 foot connector cable 

(3.6 meters). See Figure 1. 
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With the Model 2227 controller card, connector cable, and a compatible 

modem or acoustic coupler, the System 2200 can he used as a telecommunications 

terminal for data transmission o·.rer voice-grarle telephone lines. If the 

System 2200 is connected to a B!ll lOJA, a Bell 103A3 (if auto-answer is 

required), or an equivalent me em, data transmission rates up to 300 baud 

are feasible. Using a Bell 202C or equivalent modem, data transmission 

rates up to 1200 baud are feasible. 

Transmission rate is on .... of the switch selectable features of the 

Model 2227. Rates of 110, 150, 300, 600, or 1200 baud can be selected. 

Over direct-connection lines (using a WANG Model 2227-N null modem 

or equiv ... 1 mt) data transmission rates up to 1200 baud are feasible for 

communications between two System 2200 Central Processing Units or between 

one System 2200 and a compatible computer. 

Character formatting is another switch selectable featun on the 

Model 2227 controller board. Control over the following elements of 

character formats is provided: the number of data bits, parity checking, 

odd or even parity, and the number of stop bi ts. 

The Model 2227 Telecommunications Controller is designed to be 

compatible With the widely used EIA (Electronics Industry Association) 

standard RS-232-C {See Product Service Telecorrununications Guide, page 76). 

The controller card can receive a 25-pin RS-232-C male plug. Each 

end of the connector cable provided with the board, contains one RS-232-C 

male plug. One end of the cable plugs into the Model 2227 boarJ. The 

other end plugs into a Bell 103A modem or into any 103A/RS-232-C compatible 

data set or acoustic coupler. 

The current method of program control limits data transmission to 

the half duplex mode. However, when using the Model 2227 and a modem 

equipped with a full/half duplex switch, the modem switch must be set to 

the full duplex position. The Bell 103A is a full duplex design. 

The Model 2227 controller board is designed to handle asynchronous 

transmissions only. 
7 



The telecommunications ~ontroller card contains five "baud rate" 

buttors which provide switch selectable 2ontrol of the data transmission 

rate. Available transmission rates are llU, 150, 300, 600, and 1200 baud. 

Feasible transmission rates are: 

(a) 110, 150, or 300 baud over a voice-grade telephone line when the 

System 2200/2227 is connected to a Bell !OJA compatible data set 

or equivalent. 

(b) 110, 150, 300, 600, or 1200 baud over a voice-grade telephone line 

wh~n the System 2?00/2227 is connected to a Bell 202C data set 

or e(juivalent. 

(c) llU, 150, 300, 600, or 1200 baud over a direct-connection line 

between two System 2200 Central Processing Units or between the 

System 2200 CPU and a compatible computer, if the connection is 

made via the WANG Model 2227-N null modem or equivalent. 

Data transmission rates at the transmitting and receiving terminals 

must agree. Furthermore, if a Bell 100 Series modem (or equivalent) is 

used at the transmitting terminal, a Bell 100 Series modem (or equivalent) 

must be used at the receiving terminal. 

The red BREAK key on the Model 2227 controller board, if Jepressed, 

sends a 200 millisecond space signal to the host CPU. The key is effective 

when the System 2200/2227 and the host CPU are connected via Bell 103A 

moderns or equivalent, The break key will not function via 202C modems. 

The host CPU interprets the break-signal; transmission and reception are 

interrupted. 

The R~mote Break jack ~n the face plate of the Model 2227 controller 

board can be used to plug in a Break key mounted on the keyboard for greater 

operator convenience. This key is not standard equipment for the System 

2200. 
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2. 2 IDENTIFICATION DIAGRAM - 2227 

f--------

EOM (END-OF-MESSAGE) CHARACTER 
SWITCH BANK 

110 BAUD 

150 BAUD 

300 BAUD 

600 BAUD 

1200 BAUD 

LOCAL BREAK SWITCH 

REMOTE BREAK SWITCH JACK 

N Bil_ NUMBER OF DATA BITS 
NB~ 5, 6, 7, or 8 

PAR (PARITY-DOWN; NO PARITY-UP) 

OPS (ODD PARITY-~; EVEN PARITY-UP) 

SB (STOP BITS: 1-DOWN; 2-UP) 

FEMALE CANNON CONNECTOR FOR 
MODEM OR ACOUSTIC COUPLER (RS-232-C) 

------- MOUNTING BRACKET 

'--------------- RCV ADDRESS SWITCH BANK 

'--------------- XMT ADDRESS SWITCi:i BANK 

....._ ______________ 6362 PC (CONTROLLER) 

FIGURE 2 
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2.3 CONNECTOR CABLE PIN ASSIGNMENTS FOR 2227 

TO FROM 
PIN CIRCUIT FUNCTION MODEM MODEM GROUND 

1 AA Protective Ground x 
2 BA Transmitted Data x 
3 BB Received Uata x 

.,, 4 CA Request To Send x 
5 CB Clear To Send x 
6 cc Data Set Ready x 
7 AB Signal Ground x 
8 CF Carrier Detector x 
9 -- -

10 -- -
11 -- -
12 -- -
13 -- -
14 -- -
15 -- -
16 -- -
17 -- -
18 -- -
19 -- -
20 CD Data Terminal Ready x 
21 -- -
22 - -
23 -- -
24 -- -
25 -- -

* Not used by 103A modem. 

Used only by 202C mode~. 
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2.4 SPECIFICATIONS - 2227 

Electrical Connection: RS-232-C Compatible 

A 25-pin RS-232-C female plug is mounted on the controller 

board. 

A 12-foot (3.6m) cable, equipped with 25-pin RS-232-C male 

connectors on each end, is supplied as an accessory. 

Connnunication Mode: 

Electronically, the Model 2227 is capable of full duplex 

transmission; however, current methods of program control 

in the System 2200 limit data transmission to the half 

duplex mode (alternate one-way-at-a-time independent trans

mission between a pair of terminals). The Bell 103A data 

set is full duplex. If an acoustic coupler equivalent to 

the Bell 103A data set is used, the acoustic coupler should 

be set in the full duplex mode. 

Transmission Mode: Asynchronous 

Character Format Features: 

1 Start Bit - Automatically Selected. 

5, 6, 7, or 8 Data Bits - Switch Selectable. 

Odd, Even, OL No Parity - Switch Selectable. 

1 or 2 Stop Bits - Switch Selectable. 

Transmission Rates (Switch Selectable): 110, 150, 300, 600, and 

1200 baud. 

Break Key 

A break key on the face plate of the controller, if depressed, 

sends a 200 millisecond spacing signal to the host CPU. The 

signal is effective when the System 2200/2227 and the host CPU 

are connected to Bell 103A modems or equivalent. The host CPU 

interprets the break signal as an interrupt and returns control 

to the receiving terminal. (The break key is not effective 

when Bell 202C modems or equivalent are used.) 
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2.5 PUSH-BUTTON SELECTABLE CHARACTER FORMAT 

Five push-button switches on the telecommunications board control 

the character format of data transmissions. The labels on these buttons 

are NBl, NB2, PAR, OPS, and lSB; their functions are explained in Tables 1 

and 2. 

In asynchronous transmission, each character is represented by a 

unique train of binary bits. A start bit marks the beginning of each 

ch.lracter train. The format of the train is defined by specify-Log the 

following information: the number of data bits; whether or not d parity 

check bit is inclu,~ed; if so, whether parity is odd or even; and the 

number of stop bits. 

NOTE: 

Character formats at the transmitting and receiving 
terminals must agree. 

Table gives the range of character format information in general use 

for .~synchronous data transmission and identifies the Model 2227 switches 

which facilitate character formatting, 

TABLE l 

CHARACTER FORMATS IN ASYNCHRONOUS TRANSMISSION 

QUANTITY MODEL MODEL 
OR 2227 2227 

INFORMATION TYPE CAPABILITY SWITCHES 

Start Bit 1 Automatic 

Data Bits 5, 6, 7, or 8 Switch Selectable NBl, NB2 

Parity Odd, Even or No Switch Selectable PAR, OPS 

Stop Bits 1 or 2 Switch Selectable lSB 

Table 2 co~tains Model 2227 push-button setting for 

control of character formats. In the table, the symbol D denotes the 

DOWN (i.e., depressed) position of a button. Similarly, U denotes the 

UP (i.e., released) position of a button. 

12 
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T 
A 
B 
L 
E 

2 

The lrntton configuration in the left column of Table corresponds to 

the actual car.figuration of the character-format-buttons on the Model 2/.'27 

controller card. The positions for buttons NBl and NB2 are printed 

on the controller hoard just below th~ ;;1~l uuttn11 as an aid '·"hc11 setting 

these btittons for 5, b, 7, or 8 data ~its (See Figure 2). 

Buttons Push-Button Options * Function 

1SB D u Number of Stop Bits 
1 2 

OPS D u Odd Parity Selection 
Odd Even 

D u 
PAR No Parity Selection 

Parity Parity 

NB2 D D u u 
NB1 D u D u l Number of Data Bits 

5 6 7 8 

* D = Down U = Up 

2.6 MODEL 2227-N NULL MODEM 

The WANG Model 2227-N Null Modem is a double connector module which 

reverses input/output pin assignments in the RS-232-C connector mounted on 

the Model 2227 Telecommunications Controller. 

The standard 12-foot (3. 6 meter) cable supplied with the Model 2227 

Telecommunications Controller board is equipped with two RS-232-C male 

connectors, one 011 each end of the cable, wired pin one to pin one, two

to-two, etc. For data transfer to or from a System 2200/2227 via tele-
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phone lines, one end of the standard cable is plugged into the female 

connector on the Model 2227 board; the other end of the cable is plugged 

into the connector on either a Bell 100 Series or a Bell 200 Series modem 

or a modem equivalent to one of these modems. On the other hand,. for 

data transfer to or from a System 2200/2227 via direct connection lines, 

one end of the standard 12-foot cable is plugged into the Model 2227 

bo:-1rd; the other enci of the standard cable is plugged into a Model 2227-N 

Null Modem (or equivalent) or into a Model 2227 extension cable. 

M1Jdel 2227 extension cables are available in two lengths; a 25-foot 

(7.6 meter) cable oc a SO-foot (15.2 meter) cable. The extension cables 

are equipped with and RS-232-C female connector on one end and a male 

connector on the other end. The distance from the System 2200/2227 to 

the Model 2227-N Null Modem can be extended by using extension cables 

as shown in Figures. However, for proper transmission of data, total 

cabling distances should not exceed the maximum values shown. The 

maximum cabling distance for direct hookup of one System 2200/2227 to 

another System 2200/2227 via a null modem is 124 feet (37.8 meters). 

The maximum cabling distance for direct hookup of a System 2200/2227 to 

other equipment conforming to EIA standards is 50 feet (15.2 meters). 

System 
2200 25' '7.6m) 

1--------1-..J...Jr--~ 
Null 25' (7.6m 

2M 
7 

50' (15.2m) Modem M 50' (15.2m) FM 
M .__ __ __. 

2 
2 
2 
7 

System 
2200 

M = Male connector 
Total Cabling Dista;:ce = 124 ft (37.Bm) maximum 

;. '"" Female connector 

hGuRE 3 Extension Cable Configuration for System 2200/2227 to System 2200/2227 Hookup 

D 1. Computer Communi-System 2 

2200 2 h. 12' -DJ 25' _r Null h_ <13' cati0ris Interface 
µ ~ I.. Modem µ <4m 

or 
2 (3.6m) MF (7.6m) 
7 M M M D 2. Teletype compatible 

terminal 
M= Male connector 

Total Cabling Distance= 50 ft ( 15.2m) maximum 
F = Female connector 

FIGURE 4 Extension Cable Configuration for System 2200/2227 Hookup to Other Equipment 
Conforming to EIA Standards · 
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With the Null Modem, the following configurations are possible for 

the System 2200/2227: 

1) Direct connection of two System 2200/2227's up to 124 feet (27.8 m) 

apart. 

2) Direct connection to a compuLer which already has a cable and an 

RS-232-C connector c2pa~le of plugging into a Bell 103A or 202C 

data set. 

3) Direct connection to a Teletype compatible terminal. The System 

2200/2227/2227-N configuration can be used if there is no requirement 

for entering HALT/STEP or RESET from the terminal. 

3. TRANSMISSION TIMING - 2207A/2227 

Knowing the data transfer rate in baud and the total bits-per-character 

in the format, the transmission timing is expressable in either characters

per-second (See Table 3)or milliseconds-per-character (See Table 4) 

TABLE 3 TRANSMISSION TIMING IN CHARACTERS PER SECOND 

~ 7 8 9 10 11 12 

1i0 15.71 13.75 12.22 11.00 10.00 9.16 
1 '.>0 21.42 18.75 16.66 15.00 13.63 12.50 
300 42.85 37.50 33.33 30.00 27.27 25.00 
600 85.71 75.00 66.66 60.00 54.54 50.00 

1200 171.42 150.00 133.33 120.00 109.09 100.00 

TABLE 4 
TRANSMISSION TIMING IN MILLISECONDS PER CHARACTER 

~ 7 8 9 10 11 12 

110 63.63 72.72 81.81 90.90 100.00 109.09 
150 46.66 53.33 59.99 66.66 73.33 80.00 
300 23.33 26.66 30.00 33.33 36.66 40.00 
600 11.66 13.33 15.00 16.66 18.33 20.00 

1200 5.83 6.66 7.50 8.33 9.16 10.00 
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4. DEVICE ADDRESS CODES - 2207A/2227 

A three character device address code of the form "XYZ" is assigned 

to ~ach peripheral connected to the System 2200 CPU. The first character, 

"X", is thP. device type, the next two characters, "YZ", are the device 

address. 

A System 2200 with one Model 220 7A has the following primary 

addresses: 

INPUT /OUTPUT PRDIARY All>IDS UCl!IVI! ICY SWITCH IMT SWITCH 
PllJGIWI STATl!MINT (Hl!X XYZ) USl!O OR SITl'JNG (YZ) SETTING (TZ) 

IN PROGIWI TRANSMIT 

MTALOAD 410 bceiw 19 10 

MTALOAD IT 41D bceive 19 lD TABLE 5 
LOAD 41D bceive 19 lD 

MT ASAY! 41D Transalt n/a 10 

DATASAV! IT 41D Trannit n/a lD 

SAVI! 410 Trannit n/a lD 

11'PllT 019 or 219 Raceiva 19 a/a 

DYIN 019 or Zll Racdva 19 a/a 

PllINT !If 010, 21D or 410 Traaallit a/a 10 

llDPllINT 010,ZlD or 410 Tran•it a/a lD 

PIINTUSillG 01D,21D or 411> Traandt a/a lD 

*See explanation of end-of-line processing in PRINT, HEXPRINT, and 

PRINTUSING statements, pages 29 and 30. 

An explanation for setting device address follows: 

MICROS1HTCH SETTINGS 

On the Model 2227 controller board, three component side, 8-bank 

rocker switches (labeled XMT, RCV, and EOM) are factory preset, or are 

set by a WANG Laboratories representative at the time of installation. 

Only two switches (XMT and RCV) are located on the Model 2207 

controller board. Figure 5 illustrates a typical 8-bank rocker switch: 

FIGURE 5 

HIGH ORDER 
HEX ADDRESS 

BINARY EQUIVALENT 
OF HEX ADDRESS 

...,. ____ ETCHED ON 
PC BOARD 16 

NOTE: 
<D Only the HEX "YZ" portion of the Device 

Address is set into the switch bank. The 
"ON" side of the switch bank is noted 
either by a dot on one side of each rocker 
switch, or the word "ON" scribed on the 
switch casing. 
(See leftl 

~ BINARY 0 a "OFF" side DOWN 

(3) BINARY 1 

"ON" side UP 

"OFF" side UP 
"ON" side DOWN 



The EOM (End-of-Message) switch setting (Model 2227) depends on 

customer application. For reception of messages terminating with a 

HEX 11, the rnicroswitches should correspond to the binary equivalent, 

shown in Table 6 (below). Any HEX 11 received, with the EOM switch 

set to HEX 11, will generate a carriage return code (required by the 

System 2200) to complete processing of INPlTT statements. 

,. 

If the Telecommunications i:>lanned for a Model 2227 requires no spe.cial 

End-of-Message character, an alternate setting for the EOM switch is 

HEX OD, the carriage return code. 

Failure of EOM circuitry can prematurely terminate data transfers, 

since recognitioh of an incorrect EOH character would generate a carriage 

return in the System 2200. 

TABLE 6 
TYPICAL SETTINGS FOR EOM SWITCH 

SPECIAL · 
END-OF-MESSAGE HEXADECIMAL 8-BIT BINARY 

CHARACTER CODE EQUIVALENT 

X-ON HEX(11) 00010001 

CR 
(only carriage return) HEX (OD) 00001101 

' I 
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5. 2207A,2227 INSTALLATIONS 

1) Inspect controller pc ~oard for damage. 

2) Run OFF-LINE diagnostics. 

3) If controller verifies good by off-line diagnostics, connect 

RS-232-C cable as follows: 

(a) From 2207A to Teletype/ Teletype compatible equipment. 

(b) From 2227 to modem (Bell 101A, 202C, or compatible type 

equipment. 

4) Run ON-LINE diagnostics. 

5) Turn System 2200 power off. 

6) . . 
Set RCV and XMT switches to appropriate address, per customer 

requirement. (See Table 5 and Figure 5 on page &6). 

7) Set EOM switch per customer requirement, or set to HEX OD if 

customer has no special EOM character to use. (2227) 

8) s4et customer Baud rate, number of bits per character, even or 

odd parity, or no parity (222.7). 

9) Insert controller board in one of the I/O slots in the .CPU, 

10) Record all pertinent data (switch settings, etc.) on paper 

for future service calls. See typical checklist, page 71. 

NOTE: 
1) A Model 2207A controller in a system without CRT 

or keyboard must be set to the following address: 
RCV=HEX 001; XMT=HEX 005. 

2) Teletype punch/reader address is HEX 405. 

18 
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6. PROGRAMMING 

6.1 GENERAL - 2207A/2227 

The Model 2207A Teletype Interface can be used to interface a Teletype 

to the System 2200. In this configuration, the Teletype keyboard and 

printer are used in d similar manner to the System 2200 keyboard or CRT, 

providing the appropriate device address is selected for console input, 

console output, and print operations. Therefore, most console, input, 

and print operations which apply to a System 2200 keyboard and CRT also 

apply to the Teletype keyboard and printer. CRT cursor and screen control 

operations (cursor up' down' etc.) are not valid on a· .'J'eletype; for 

editing, the backarrow (+) key acts as a backspace key to delete the 

last character entered and the backslash (\) key acts as a line erase 

key. With the 2207 controller selected fox ASCII, HALT/STEP and RESET 

are produced by the Teletype BREAK and ESC keys, respectively. 

The 2207A Teletype Interface has two device addresses associated 

with it: one for input and one for output. For paper tape read or 

punch operations, the output address with device type 4 is always used. 

The following device addresses are used to select the Teletype. 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 

8) 

9) 

10) 

11) 

019 (or OlA, OlB) Teletype Keyboard Input 

OlD (or OlE, OlF) Teletype Printer Output 

41D (or 41E, 41F) Teletype Paper Tape Read or Punch Operations 

The following BASIC commands are valid for 2207A operations: 

DATALOAD - Reads formatted paper tape data from Teletype in ASCII. 

DATALOAD BT - Reads any format paper tape data from Teletype. 

LOAD - Reads paper tape program text from Teletype. 

DATASAVE - Punches paper tape data on Teletype. 

DATASAVE BT - Punches paper tape on Teletype. 

SAVE - Punches paper tape program text on Teletype. 

INPUT - Input data from Teletype keyboard to CPU. 

KEYIN - Input data from Teletype keyboard to CPU. 

PRINT - Output writing on Teletype. 

HEXPRINT - Output writing on Teletype. 

PRINTUSING - Output writing on Teletype. 
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The Model 2227 Telecommunications Controller and a 103A compatible 

modem (or acoustic coupler) will interface a 2200 CPU for data transmission 

and reception via voice-grade telephone -'.nes. 

The 2227 has two address switches and one EOM (End-of-Message) switch. 

As e:.i>lained previously, the EOM switch selects a termination character 

for input to the 2227/2200, 

The following BASIC commands are valid for 2227 operations: 

1) INPUT - Input: Receive ASCII character string. 

2) KEYIN - Input: Receive individual characters 

3) PRINT - Output: Transmit ASCII characters 

4) HEXPRINT - Output: Transmit HEX equivalent of ASCII characters 

5) PRINTUSING - Output: Transmit ASCII characters in apecified format. 

See TABLE 5 for valid Transmit/Receive addresses. 

DATALOAD - 2207A (ASCII/Binary Switch In ASCII) 

This statement reads values from the Teletype paper tape and sequentially 

assigns those values to the variables in the argument list. Numeric values 

can be assigned to alphanumeric variables; values assigned to numeric 

variables must be legitimate BASIC numbers. Arrays are filled row by row. 

Values are successively read from the tape until all variables in 

the list are satisfied or until the end-of-file is encountered (i.e., an 

X-OFF character is read). When an end-of-file is encountered, the remaining 

variables in the list are left with their current values; an IF END THEN 

statement then causes a transfer to the specified line number. 
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,/, 

The System 2200 will automatically transmit an X-ON character to 

the Teletype to start the tape reader, and an X-OFF character to stop 

it when reading is completed. 

. . 

To be read, the paper tape must conform to the following format: 

. . . . . . . . 
VALUE 

...... 
:::> :::> 
0 0 m m 

a: u. :::> :::> 
(.) ...I a: a: 

• I I • • • • . . 
• • I I 

I I 

. 
VALUE 

FIGURE 6 

. 

.... ,... 
:::> :::> 
0 0 m m 

a: u. :::> :::> 
(.) ...I a: rx: 

• • I I • • • . 
• • I I • • • • 

L 
7 r 

. 

J L 
7 r 

u. 
u. 
0 x 
I 

• 

1st channel 

• • sprocket holes 

8th channel 

Values are punched in ASCII character code and are separated by 

CR LF RUBOUT RUBOUT. AlJ other RUBOUTS and nonpunched frames on the 

tape are ignored when the tape is read. DATALOAD reads only the first 

seven channels of the tape; the 8th bit is always read as O. 

Paper tapes punched on a Teletype via DATASAVE statements conform 

to this format. To read tape not in this format, use the DATALOAD BT 

statement. 

EXAMPLE: 

DATALOAD X, Y, A$, B$ 

DATALOAD #3, N{), A$ 

DATALOAD /41D, Al$(), X, Y 

DATALOAD STR (A$, I, J) 
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DATALOAD BT - 2207A (ASCil/Binary Switch In Binary) 

This statement reads a paper tape and stores characters read in the 

alpha variable or alpha array designator specified. The tape is read 

until the stop character is encountered, the alpha variable or array is 

full, or the number of characters specified by N are read, whichever 

occurs first. All eight channels of the paper tape are read. 

The System 2200 automatically sends out an X-ON character to start 

the Teletype tape reader and an X-OFF character to stop it. Because two 

additional characters are read after the X-OFF is sent, the following 

considerations should be observed. For termination by count (N parameter), 

the system normally sends out the X-OFF character after N-2 characters 

have been read. Therefore, if the number of characters to be read is 

specified by N, N should be > 3. If N = 1 (or 2), the next 2 or (1) 

characters may be lost. Similarly, if reading is terminated by filling 

the variable or array, the number of characters in the variable or array 

should be ~ 3. If a stop character (S parameter) is encountered, the 

stop character and the next 2 characters are read; the tape then stops. 

The "L" parameter specifies the leader code on the paper tape. When 

a tape is read (starting with the leader code) all leader codes are ignored 

until a character not equal to the leader code is recognized. 

DATALOAD BT permits paper tapes in any format to be read by the 

System 2200. The data read then can be converted into a form usable by 

the System 2200 using System 2200 data manipulation statements. 

EXA:-1PLE: 

DATALOAD BT /41D, A$ 

DATALOAD BT (L=FF, S=OD) 11:1, A$() 

DATALOAD BT (N=lOO) A$() 

DATALOAD BT (N=20, L=OO, S=A$) Al$() 
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LOAD - 2207A (ASCII/Binary Switch In ASCII) 

When the LOAD command is entered, the program punched on the paper 

tape is loaded and appended to the current program in memory. This command 

permits additions to a current program, or if entered after a CLEAR command, 

entry of a new program. 

To he read, the paper tape must conform to the following format • 

... ... :, ... 
::> ::> ::> 

LI. LI. LI. 0 0 0 0 LI. LI. LI. a:I a:I a:I m 0 0 0 ::> ::> a: LI. ::> ::> x >< >< a: a: (.) -I a: a: 

I I • I I I I I 1st channel • • • • • 
· sprocket holes 

I I FIRST • • I I 
NEXT • • • I I TEXT I TEXT 

LINE LINE 8th channel 

OPTI NAL 

FIGURE 7 
Text lines are punched in ASCII character code and are separated by 

CR LF RURIJUT RUBOUT. The program is terminated by 3 X-OFF characters. 

LOAD rea<is only the first seven channels of the paper tape; the 8th bit 

is always read as O. Nonpunched frames and RUBOUTS are ignored when 

reading the tape. LOAD also can be used as a program statement, as 

described below. 

EXAMPLE: 

LOAD 

LOAD /fl 

LOAD /41D 

This is a BASIC program statement which, in effect, produces an 

automatic combination of the following: 

STOP 

CLEAR P 

CLEAR N 

LOAD 

RUN 

(stop current program execution) 

(line number 1 [line number 2] remove program text) 

(remove noncommon variables only) 

(load new program) 

(line number 1) (run new program) 
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If only line number 1 is specified, the remainder of the current 

program is deleted starting with that line number. If no line numbers 

are specified, the entire current program is deleted, and the newly loaded 

program is executed from the lowest line number. 

The LOAD statement must not be withip a FOR/NEXT loop or subroutine; 

an error results when the NEXT or RETURN statement is encountered. 

Text lines are punched in ASCII character code and are separated 

by CR LF RUBOUT RUBOUT. The program is terminated by three X-OFF char

acters. LOAD reads only the first seven channels of the paper tape; 

the eighth bit is always read as O. Nonpunched frames and RUBOUTS are 

ingnored when reading the tape. 

EXAMPLE: 

100 LOAD 

100 LOAD #2 

100 LOAD /41D 

100 LOAD #2, 400, 1000 

100 LOAD /41D, 100 

DATASAVE - 2207A (ASCII/Binary Switch In ASCII) 

This statement causes the values specified in the argument list to 

be punched on paper tape. Numeric values are written in a form identical 

to that resulting from a PRINT statement. 

Alphanumeric values are written identically to the character string 

data they contain; trailing spaces in values of alphanumeric variables 

are not written. Alphanumeric values must not contain any of the following 

characters: CR, RUBOUT, X-OFF, null. The OPEN parameter writes leader 

code (50 null characters). The END parameter terminates the data file 

by punching an X-OFF character and trailer code (50 null characters). 
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. 

. 
0:: The 
c::x: 
:c 
u w..-.. 

> :z:: 

paper tape is punched in the following forrna 
. 

0:: 
c::x: 

vi:c 
::::> u 
....J 

.. ....J c::x: 1..1.J I- I-
I· 

I- 1-1 
0.. ....J 

.. ....J 
....J LL. ::::> 
-1.1.. z 

0:: ....J vi 0.. :::> :::> :::> :::>1 UJ ::::> <CO 
0 0 0 01 Cl z: 

~' m m a:i ~I <( 
LI.JO Cl I a: u.. :::> :::> a: u.. :::> ~er o 
....J IJ") 

._.., u ..J a: a: (,J ..J a: a:r I->< IJ") 

. • • • • • • • I 

• : : • : : • • • 
r- --1st channel 

. . . . . . . . .. ... ~ • 1 . . . . . sprocket holes 

• • : : • • • : • • : : • • VALUE VALUE • • 
_J 

I I 
I- __ 8th channel 

FIGURE 8 

Values are punched in ASCII character code and are separated by 

CR LF RUBOUT RUBOUT. 

EXAMPLE: 

DATASAVE X, Y, A$ 

DATASAVE OPEN "TTY" 

DATASAVE END 

DATASAVE #1, A$() 

DATASAVE /41D, N(), A$, X, Y, Z 

DATASAVE STR(A$, I, J), HEX(FAFB) 

DATASAVE BT - 2207A (ASCII/Binary Switch In Binary) 

This statement punches the values of an alpha variable or alpha array 

onto a paper tape wit~ no control information (i.e., no CR LF RUBOUT 

RUBOUT separating values). Trailing spaces in alpha values are punched. 

DATASAVE BT permits paper tapes to be punched in any format. Any 

8-bit codes may be punched. 

EXAMPLE: 

DATASAVE BT #2, A$() 

DATASAVE BT /41D, Bl$ 

DATASAVE BT Q$() 
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SAVE - 2207A (ASCII/Binary In ASCII) 

The SAVE command caunes BASIC program (or portions of BASIC programs) 

to be punched on paper tape. 

If no line numbers are specified, the entire user program text is 

saved. SAVE with one line number causes all user program lines from the 

indicated line through the highest numbered program line to be punched 

on tape. If two line numbers are entered, all text from the first through 

the second line number, inclusive, is punched. 

VI ci The paper tape format is: 
- w ex: :c 
< u .. :c z 

0::: u ~ 
LLJ a.. 
Cl ...J 0 
< ...J 1-w ~ ~ 
...J :z: < 

I- I-
::> :::> 
i i 
:::> :::> 
a: a: 

I I . . . . . . . . 

I I FIRST 
TEXT 
LINE 

I- I-
::> :::> 
i i 

~ u. :::> :::> ..,..1a:a: 

f :-: . : : 

FiGURE 9 

NEXT 
TEXT 
LINE 

L 
I 

L 
I 

I I I . . . . 
• • • 

VI Cl -ex: 
< :c .. u 

...J 

..... ...J 

:§5 
I- z: 

. . 

w 
::i: 
u 
z: 
~ 
a.. 
0 
I
~ 
< 

. 

Text lines are punched in ASCII character code and are separated by 

CR LF RUBOUT RUBOUT. The program is terminated by 3 X-OFFs. 

EXAMPLES: 

SAVE 

SAVE 113 

SAVE /41D 

SAVE /41D, 100, 200 

SAVE 115, 400 
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INPUT - 2207A/2227 

Logic for data reception can be programmed using INPUT statements 

with numeric variables or alphanumeric string variables as arguments. 

BASIC language restrictions on legal names for variables and the maximum 

number of characters assJgnable to each type of variable are the same for 

telecommunications ;:ip~l.i..cat:i.ons as for other applications of the System 2200. 

The INPUT verb produces an echo on the CRT ( or the last device selected 

for CO class operations ). 

EXAMPLE: 

(219 for 222 7) 
10 SELECT INPUT 019-----

20 INPUT A$ 
(where A$ is alphanumeric variable receiving data) 

KEYIN - 2207A/2227 

The KEYIN verb, available only in the System 2200B, can be used for 

data reception; but inherent limitations restrict its use. The KEYIN 

verb differs in several ways from the lNPUT verb, available in the Syst~m 

2~00 A and B. The KEYIN ve.rb can be used only in the Program Mode. 

When a KEYIN st~tement is processed during program execution, 

the system checks the buffer of the device last selected for INPUT-class 

operations. System action depends upon the input condition existing in 

the device. One of three conditions is possible: 

1) Device not ready - execution advances to the next statement in the 

program. 

2) Device ready with character - the character is transferred from the 

buffer to memory and stored in the specified alphanumeric variable; 

then execution branches to the first line number specified in the 

KEYIN statement. 
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3) Device ready with a special function code - the special function 

code is stored in th~ specified alphanumeric variable; then execution 

branches to the second line number specified in the KEYIN statement. 

If the keyboard is the current input-device, the special function 

code is one of the cedes HEX(OO) through HEX(lF) corresponding to 

the 32 possible special function keys available for input. If the 

input channel of a TC board is the current input device, the special 

function code is HEX(4D). The code HEX(4D) is supplied by the TC 

board when a parity error is detected in data beiug received. 

KEYIN statements are well suited for reception of the single-character

messages (ENQ, ACK, or NAK) used for overall control of data transfer be

tween terminals. With the logic of a simple loop, KEYIN statements can 

be used to test input devices (i.e., the keyboard and each TC unit in a 

multi-unit teleconununications configuration) one at a time. If no control 

character is waiting in the buffer of the last selected INPUT class device, 

another device is tested. If a control character is waiting, execution 

branches to the program line whose number matches the first specified line 

number in the KEYIN statement. 

EXAMPLE: 

-------(219 fot 2227) 
10 SELECT INPUT 019 

20 KEYIN A$, 40, 40 

.30 GO TO 20 

40 

PRINT, HEXPRINT - 2207A/2227 

The PRINT and HEXPRINT verbs are used for the transmission of data. 

PRINT statement output is in ASCII format; HEXPRINT statement output is 

in HEXADECIMAL format. 
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EXAMPLE: 

10 SELECT PRINT OlD 

20 PRINT "ABCD" 

10 SELECT PRINT OlD 

20 HEXPRINT A$ 

(21D for 2227) 

(21D for 2227) 

A BASIC statement line can contain any number of HEA cod~s. lf more 

than one HEX code is included in sequence, the line can be written two 

different ways. Statement (b) below is an alternative to the format of 

statement (a): 

(a) PRINT HEX (YYODOO) 

(b) PRINT HEX (YY); HEX (OD); HEX (00) 

IMPORTANT: 

The following information explains PRINT, HEXPRINT, and PRINTUSING 

end-of-line processing: 

(a) ADDRESS: 

The 2200 micro-code allows the user to exercise print line control 

on various devicPs through use of special codes on SELECT PRINT, 

SELECT LIST, or SELECT CO instructions. The leftmost, first digit 

of the device code denotes to the 2200 CPU how to handle the end 

of line processing. Automatic end of line processing occurs when 

a carriage return character is detected or when the line character 

count reaches the line length specified for the device. 

TABLE 7 
DEVICE 
ADDRESS 

END-OF-LINE 
CHARACTERS 

LENGTH 
CODE 
SPECIFIED EXPLANATION 

Oxx CR, LF 

2xx CR, 00 

4xx None 

1 - 256 
or 

DEFAULT 
LENGTH 

64 

Same 
'-As 
Above 

None 

The end-of-line processing issues·a 
carriage return and a line feed. 

The end-of-line processing issues a 
carriage return and a HEX 00 (NUL). 

The line character count is suppressed 
in detennining end-of-line processing. 
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(b) CHARACTERS: 

Furthermore, HEX characters 00 - OF will not increment the line 

character count when being transmitted. the 2200 issues an automatic 

carriage return only when there is some line character count. 

( c) SEP/IRA Tn!~.c: 

A semicolon in the output statement will suppress any end-of-line 

processing character, such as HEX OD (carriage return). 

TABLE 8 

(Examples of above items a,b,and c) 

ASSIB1E: A$ = HEX(OS) SELECTED ADDRESS 

COMMAND 01n-.1J -------41D 

PRINT HEX(FF); PRINT A$ 

PRINT HEX(FF); PRINT A$; 

PRINT HEX (FF); HEX(OS) 

PRINT HEX CFF); HEX(OS); 

PRINT HEX(FF); HEX(050D) 

PRINT HEX(FF); HEX(050D); 

PRINT HEX(FF); HEX(05); HEX(OD); 

PRINT HEX(OO); PRINT A$ 

PRINT HEX(OO); PRINT A$; 

PRINT HEX(OO); HEX(OS) 

PRINT HEX(OO); HEX(05); 

PRINT HEX(OO); HEX(050D) 

PRINT HEX(OO); HEX(050D); 

PRINT HE~~ (UO) ; HEX(05); HEX(OD); 

FFOSODOA 

FFOS 

FFOSODOA 

FFOS 

FF050D 

FFOSOD 

HEX(FF)- FFOSODFFODOA 

0005 

0005 

0005 

0005 

00050D 

00050D 

HEX(FF)__., 000501JPFODOA 

RESULTANT HEX OUTPUT 
TO EXTERNAL DEVICE 
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FFOSODOO FFOS 

FF05 FFOS 

FF050DOO FFOS 

FF05 FF05 

FF050D FF050D 

FF050D FF050D 

FF050DFFODOO FFU50DFF 

0005 0005 

0005 0005 

0005 0005 

0005 0005 

00050D OOOSOD 

OOOSOD 00050D 

OOOSODFFODOO 00050DFF 



PRUTT JS rnc - '2.2.'J 7 A/ '222. 7 

The PIUN'IUSING verb is used for multivariable data transmissions 

requiring data-separator commas in the output data stream. 

EXAMPLE: 

70 SELECT PRINT OlD 

80 PRINTUSING 90, A$, B, C, D$ 

90 %#####, #####, #####, ### 

6. 2 OVERALL DATA TRAI~SMISSION CONTROL 

(21D for 2227) 

The characters (ENQ, ACK, and NAK) provide overall control of data 

transfer between terminals. The E'. I code is issued when a terminal wishes 

to send a message. ACK is issued to acknowledge successful reception. 

NAK is issued to acknowledge unsuccessful reception. 

Table contain8 the two-digit hexadecimal notation and equivalent 

seven-bit binary notation for these control characters. 

TABLE 9 ASCII CHARACTERS FOR OVERALL TRANSMISSION CONTROL 
~ 

CONTROL HEXADECIMAL 7-BIT BINARY 
CHARACTERS NOTATION NOTATION 

ENO 05 0000101 
ACK' 06 0000110 
NAK 15 0010101 

' 
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Therefore, to transmit one of these characters using a System 2200/2227, 

the following statements seem appropriate: 

(a) SELECT PRINT XYZ (length) 

(b) PRINT HEX (YY) 

where XYZ is the Model 2227 Telecommunications output device address and 

YY. is the two-digit hexadecimal code for a control character from Table. 

The length, if given, is an integer (less than 256) specifying the desired 

carriage width; if omitted, the default length (64) is used. 

Output character codes with zero as the first hexadecimal digit 

do not increment the character count made by the syst~m for its ena-of

line processing procedure; therefore, a PRINT statement with only an 

ENQ or ACK character produces a character count of zero for the line 

being processed. In such car 1, no special end-of-line characters (i.e., 

Carriage Return, Line Feed, or Null) are added by the transmitting 

System 2200. 

For example, in a 2200 to 2200 system, if the receiving System 2200 

is using the INPUT verb to request data, the requested data stream (even 

a single character message) .must terminate with one or more special end

of-line characters in order for the system to complete the processing 

procedure for the input statement. This requirement places a constraint 

on the PRINT statement when used to transmit an ENQ or ACK message. 1he 

statement must produce a Carriage Return and a Null character in addition 

to the ENQ or ACK character. 

Accordingly, transmission control characters would be sent in the 

following format: 

(c) PRINT HEX (YYODOO) 

I I fill character (See paragraph 
end·-of-line processing code 

transmission control character 
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where YY, as before, is the two-digit hexadecimal code from Table; OD 

is the hexadecimal code for the Carriage Return character; and 00 is 

the code for the Null character. 

v.3 TRANSMISSION WITH FILL CHARACTERS 

2207A Only: Since no busy signal is provided by the external device, 

output via 2207A must be programmed to allow time for completion of 

mechanical print functions such as carriage return, line feed, and 

backspace. These pauses are provided by inserting fill characters 

in the output format. These fill characters are non-printing 

functions, such as HEX 00 (ASCII NULL character). 

The example table below illustrates the minimum number of fill 

characters for a particular print function and baud rate, when inter-

faced with a TerrniNet 300 pr~_nter via 2207A. When interfaced with 

a standard Teletype, (at 110 baud) no fill characters are necessary. 

TABLE 10 TIME DELAY AND "FILL" CHARACTER TABLE 

PllINTER OPERATION 

Nomal Sin.al• 
LiaefHd** 

Repeated line f eeda 

lackepace**• 

Startup•••• 

Shutdown***** 

INTERVAL BETWEEN 

Last char. on old 
line and first 
cher. on nev line. 

(a) Last char. on 
old line & second 
LP code. 
(b) Subsequent LP 
cod••· 
Prin tin11 and then 
repr1nt1n11 1n eame 
poeition. 

Commanding motor 
on and printing. 

Lut data char. 

POR THE TermiNe t 300 PRINTER 

NON-PRINTING FILL CHAR, 
APPROXIMATE INTERVAL •300 •150 1!110 

IN MILLISECONDS BAUD BAUD BAUD 

JOO 6 2 0 

350 8 l 

67 2 1 0 

230 6 3 

430 12 6 4 

JOO 9 4 3 

PLACEMENT OP FILL CHAR. 

After liiw feed code. 

After first line fHd Code, 

After the aecond & sub-
.. quent line feed codea. 

After th• backspace code. 

After "Motor On" code. 

letv.en laet data char-
acter and ''Motor Off" 
code. 

Vert 1cal Tab 
• Pon PHd 

VT or FF COii- 300 + (25 x No. of Lines) • Required Time Delay 1n H1111aeconda 
Mild and f1ret 300 + (25 x No. of Lines) • Number of Fill Characters 
character. Charectera per Second 

*"If there 19 no C/R, on "fill" character should be added to that ahovn. 

*"*If BACltSPACE code is used more than once, it may take the place of "fill" charactera; e.g., at 30 cps, to type and 
underecore "AND", send A N D BS BS BS fill fill fill - - - • The delay ia required to inaure hammers have 
r.cDYered frDilthe previous actuation. 

-*Tio• TemiNet 300 Printer will go from a motor off state to • printing or "ON LINE" atate in reapoMe to the tvo 
code eequence ESC h or H, or also in the case of automatic motor on from the Dataset. The d.eley is required to allow 
t118 llOtor to come up to a peed. · 

-••The Term1Net 300 Printer will go from a printing "ON LINE" state to a motor off state in reaponae to the tvo 
code eequence ESC j or .J, by the EOT code (when strapped), or aleo in the case of automatic motor off from the 
Dataeet. The delay that precedes the motor off command is required to allow time to print any characters that are 
in ... ory waiting for the proper registration of the h11111111er• end belt. ' 
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6.4 DATA VERIFICATION 

Parity formatting of transmitted data and parity checking of received 

data are push-button selectable features of the Model 2227 controller. 

Once the parity feature is activated, the parity of each character 

is verified as it is received. When a parity error or framing is detected, 

the System 2200 special function indicator (IB9) is set. 

If an INPUT statement is being processed, a branch is made to the 

special function subroutine DEFFN 1 77; i.e., HEX(4D) plus IB9 • However, 

if a KEYIN statement is being processed when the parity error is detected, 

the character received.by the System 2200 is again HEX(4D) plus IB9, 

and program execution ~utomatically branches to the second line number 

specified in the KEYIN statement. 

The DEFFN 1 77 (INPUT) or second line branch (KEYIN) error subroutine 

is programmed by the user. If this subroutine is not programmed, an 

ERROR 48 will be produced at the console output (normally the CRT). 

Examples of the above follow: 

(a) 10 INPUT A$ 
I 
I 

Time out loop to allow trans-I 
I ., 
I 

mission of remaining data. I 
I 

' 200 DEFFN I 77 

210 FOR K = 1 TO 100: NEXT K 

220 PRINT HEX(lS) ~ I transmission of NAKI 
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e 

I 

I . 

e 

(b) 10 INPUT A$ 

200 DEFFN 1 77 

210 SELECT PRINT 005 

220 PRINT "PARITY/FRAMING ERROR" 
~ 

Notification of error at 

receiving end • 

(c) 10 KEYIN A$, 40, 50 

50 REM "ERROR SUBROUTINE" 

60 SELECT PRINT 005 

70 PRINT "PARITY /FRAMING ERROR" 

"" (b) I I Similar to example 

7. CIRCUIT OPERATIONS - 2207A/2227 

Since 2207A and 2227 controller circuits are nearly identical, the 

text for circuit descriptions has been combined, except where special 

subtitles indicate a portion of text pertaining to one controller only 

(i.e., "2207A only" or "2227 only"). 

7.1 CLOCK CIRCUITRY 

Timing for the selectable baud rates is derived from the 4 mhz . 

clock at coordinates 7,K. L21 and LlO divide the base frequency from 

this clock. The outputs from the dividers (121 and 110) are gated at 

two locations: 

(a) Lll-8: Time base for 150, 300, 600, and 1200 baud rates. 

(b) 19-12: Time base for 110 baud rate. 
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When any of the baud rates in (a) are selected, the output of 111 

{pin 8) is connected to the inputs to L22 (pin 14). When 110 baud rate 

is selected, 19-12 is connected to 122-14. 

FIGURE 10 

150 - 1200 
BAUD GATE 

. t 
110 BAUD 

GATE 

.......... 
••V I ) 

TO L29-17,40 
(BAUD RATE CLOCK INPUTS) 

Since the transceiver IC (L29) requires a clock which is sixteen 

times the desired baud rate, the following timing .is available at 122 

(coordinates 3/4,J): 

FIGURE 11 

j-4 208 us. --•..il ..... ________ 1_s_o BAUD CLOCK . @ L22- ll 

J104 us.~'----~ 
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300 BAUD CLOCK 
@ L22-8 

sod BAU.D ·~LOCK 
@ L22-9 

'--..... ·· 

r-i r-i ~ 1200 BAUD CLOCK 
@ L22-12 ......... .___, 



7.2 TRANSMIT CIRCUITRY 

On execution of a DATASAVE, DATASAVE BT, or SAVE statement for output 

to a Teletype punch via 2207A, or on execution of a PRINT, HEXPRINT, or 

PRINTUSING statement for transmission of data to a remote terminal, the 

following events occur: 

One of three addresses are strobed from the CPU at ABS time: 

HEX lD,lE,lF (2207A,2227)}---Transmit 
Addresses 

The address sent from the CPU via ABl-8 is compared to the XMT switch 

setting via L33 and L33 (coordinates 13/14, I/J/K). 

If the address strobed matches the XMT switch setting, an A = B 

condition at 134-14 causes the XMT address latch to be set (113-5,6). 

113 is clocked by the ABS signal. Pin 5 of 113 is high at 14 pin 5 

(coordinates 12,J). 

FIGURE 

12 

1.J" (STROBE) 

SET WHEN ADDRESS 
STROBED = ADDRESS 
SET ON XMT SWITCH 

2207A only: The Teletype unit supplies a ready level (= +10 volts, 

approximately) on circuit CD (Data Terminal Ready), which ultimately 

enables 14 at pin 4. Thus, 14-6 sends a high with 2207A selected 

for output, AND with Teletype (Data Terminal) ready. 
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~AA 

--+BA 

~BB 

.__ CB 

._.. cc 
+--- CF 

-.. co· 

........ ·AB 

CA 

(!}© 
I Ito 

Z >---o-- _pn-----
@---1( ._• ... ___ _J 

a 
DATA TO EXTERNAL DEVICE 
(FROM L2-7) 

FROM Ll3-5 

TO L9-4 
AND L26-4 

FIGURE 
13 

2227 only: Pin 6 of 113 presets 15A via piu 6 (low). The low from 

15A-6 is inverted at 12-6 (coordinates 8,K) and causes the CA 

(Request to Send) signal to be active (+10 volts, approximately), 

The inactive level of CA is approximately -10 volts. With a 

communications line established, the modern supplies active levels 

(+10 volts) on circuits CC (Data Set Ready) and CF {Carrier Detect). 

The active status of circuits CC and CF are ANDed at 14-11, thus 

causing 14-6 to be enabled high {coordinates 12,J), 

4--AA (D-© 
~BA 

--+BB 
-+cc @---0--0. 
-+CF 

-+CB 

+-CD 

,._.AB 

+-CA 

,, 

(Jy-o 7 

~ .... __ n_-_-_ "'_ v---__ .,,_''-_"_· -

II 
FROM Ll3-5 

FIGURE 
14 

TO L9-4 and 
L26-4 

The high from 14-6 is felt at 19-4 and 126-4. An active level (+lOV) 

representing circuit CB (Clear to Send) is supplied at Jl pin s; and 

is inverted twice (11-10, 16-6) to enable 115 at pin 4 (coordinates 9/10,D). 
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Since no data has been sent from the CPU yet, the TBMT signal 

(Transmitter holding register empty) at pin 22 of transceiver IC L29 will 

be high, 'fhis high is felt at LlS-3. Ll5-S is also high at this time, 

With LlS-3, 4, and 5 high, L5-2 sends a high to L26-5 and L9-5. 

BAUD RATE ------. 
CLOCK 

FROM FROM 
L4-6 L4-3 

.-----TO L14-5 
(TRANSMITTED DATA) 

FIGURE 

15 

FROM L6-6 
(2227 ONLY) 

,, 

The high at L26-5 causes R/B to be low, indicating to the CPU that 

the -07A/-27 controller is ready to receive data from the CPU. The high 

on L9-5 enables the transceiver IC to receive an OBS strobe from the CPU. 

Accompanying the OBS strobe one byte (OBl-8) is strobed into the trans

mitter holding register of L29 via L31 pins 8 and 10, At this time TBMT 

(L29-22) goes low, 
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With TBMT low, R/B to the CPU goes high (via 115-6, LS-2, and 126-6) 

informing the CPU not to send any further output data until the transmitter 

holding register of 129 is empty (TBMT returns high). 

The contents of L29's transmitter holding register is transferred to 

1l9's transmit register, and is then sent out serially (at 129-25), 

accompanied by the start, stop, and parity bits selected by switches on 

the controller. This serial output data is routed to the RS-232-C connector 

via jumper wires, as follows: (See coordinates 11,J/K). 

,--0 
2207A only: Serial output data leaves the 2207A controller on circuit 

BB, "Received Data" to the Teletype. 

2227 only: Serial output data leaves the 2227 controller on circuit 

BA, "Transmitted Data" to the modem. 

'When one byte is transmitted, TBMI' again goes high, causing R/B to 

flag the CPU for the next byte output via OBl-8 and OBS. 

The preceeding circuit actions repeat each time R/B goes low, until 

all data has been transmitted to the external device (Teletype or Modem). 

7.3 RECEIVE CIRCUITRY 

7.3.l INPUT, KEYIN 

On execution of an INPUT or KEYIN statement for reception of data 

from an external device via 2207A or 2227, the following events occur: 

One of three addresses are strobed from the CPU at ABS time: 

HEX 19,lA,lB (2207A 2227)}- Receive 
' Addresses 
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The address sent from the CPU via ABl-8 is compared to the H.CV address 

switch setting via L24 and L25 (coordinates 13,G/H). If the address 

strobed matches the RCV switch setting, the A = B condition at L25-14 

causes the RCV address latch (Ll3-9) to be set high when clocked by ABS. 

This high is felt at 14-2 (coordinates 12,H). 

Al, 

FIGURE ~ 

16 ,.-., 

... 

.... 
7 

ABS 
STROBE 

TO Ll3-3 (2227 ONLY) 

TO L 11-4 1 5 
L26-l 
L9-10 

2207A only: The Teletype unit supplies a ready level (= +lU volts, 

approximately) on circuit CD (Data Terminal Ready), which ultimately 

enables 14 at pin 1. Thus, 14-3 sends a high with 2207A selected 

for input, AND with Teletype (Data Terminal) ready. 

+-AA(!)-@ 

--+BA @--<> ~ --
..-BB~ ' -DATA.FROM EXTERNAL DEVICE (TO L29-20) D ,, "-. 
=~~ ~2 .. 
,.__CF @-rl~l 
~co·~ ·," v:::y-- ""() 

Ll 

.,_AB 

CA 
(j):-Ov. L 
(!)--~ ~ ~ '+1.2 ... 

l__FROM L2-6 

41 

FROM L13-9 

TO Lll-4,5 
L26-1 
L9-10 

~ 
FIGURE 

17 . 



2227 only: The high from Ll3-9 clocks L5A-6 high (coordinates 12,I), 

which results in a -10 volt (non-active) condition on circuit CA 

(Request to Send) via line driver L2-6. With a conununications 

line already established the modem supplies active levels (+lU volts, 

approximately) on circuits CC (Data Set Ready) and CF (Carrier Uetect) 

which ultimately enables L4 at pin 1. 

+-AA 

._BA 

-+BB 

--+CC 

-+CF 

-+CB 

.--co 

._Al> 

.--CA 

FIGURE 18 

FROM Ll3-9 

TO Lll-4,5 
L26-l 
L9..;1Q 

The high from L4-3 is felt at Lll-4/5, 126-1, and 19-10, One serial 

byte of incoming data is received by the -07A/-27 controller at the SI 

(Serial Input) port of 129 (pin 20) via Ll-13. This byte of data is 

transferred to 129's receiver register, and then to L29's receiver holding 

register, where the data awaits input to the CPU. Wit:1 an entire character 

transferred into L29'-, receiver holding register, DA (129-19; "Data 

Available") becomes active (high). 

For KEYIN: (2207A or 2227) 

R/B then goes low (via 141-8,10 and 126-3) indicating to the CPU 

that data in the receiver holding register (129) is awaiting input 

to the CPU. On receipt of R/B = low from the 07A/27 controller, 

the CPU becomes ready (CPB =high), thus causing 18-6 to be triggered 

(5 µs) via 19-8. This 5 µs pulse becomes IBS to the CPU. LB pin 7 

send a low to 129 pin 18 (RDA) via 115-12 and 128 pin 2, in order 

to clear L29's receiver holding register prior to arrival of next 

byte input. 42 
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1.1.JI 

FIGURE 19 

fbr INPUT: (2207A or 2227) 

CPB is already high (CPU awaiting data) when RB goes low, thus, DA 

triggLrs IBS. 

The same 5 µs pulse is used to enable L27, 27, and 35, in order to 

make the input data from L29 pin 5-12 available to the CPU via IBl-8. 

IBS strv!'•;s this byte of data into the CPU. CPB goes busy (low) until 

ready to accept a new character from the 07A/27 controller. 

During the input strobe to the CPU, L29's receiver holding register 

is cleared at 129 pin 18 (RDA) via 18-7, 115-12, and L28-2 (coordinates 

8-11,C) and DA at L29-19 is reset low. Subsequently, a new byte of serial 

input data is received at 129-20 via 11-13 (coordinates 10/11,K), and 

the IBS sequence .repeats when CPB again goes high (CPU ready for input). 

2207A only: When a HEX lB (ESCAPE) is entered from a teletype unit, 

the 2207A detects this at Ll8-8 (coordinates 8,C/D) and decodes 

a RESET instruction. Thus, L29 halts further input (all registers 

in 129 are cleared). This is exactly the same circuit action that 

would occur if RESET were manually keyed OH a 2215/2222 keyboard. 

The 2207A is still selected for input after this RESET occurs. 
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7.3.2 IJJAD, DATAIJJAD, DATAIIJAD BT (INPUT) 

One pair of the following addresses are set o~ the XMT and RCV 

switches: 

XMT SWITCH SETTING 

Primary -07 lD 

2nd 2207A lE 

3rd 2207A lF 

RCV SWITCH SETTING 

19 

lA 

lB 

On execution of a LOAD, DATALOAD, or DATALOAD BT statement, or LOAD 

command for the reading of data from a Teletype mechanical tape reader, 

the following occurs: 

Initially, one of three addresses (i.e., the one specified in the 

input statement) is strobed from the CPU at ABS time: 

HEX lD, lE, or lF (2207A, 2227) ! XMT addresses 
used for data 
input 

The address sent from the CPU is compared to the XllT address switch 

setting via L33 and L34 (coordinates 13/14,I/J/K). If the address strobed 

matches the XMT switch setting, an A • B condition at L34-14 causes the 

XMT address latch to be set (113-5,6). Ll3 is clocked by the ABS signal. 

Pin 5 of 113 sends a high to 14-5 (coordinates 12,J). 

2207 only: The Teletype unit supplies a ready level (= +10 volts) 

on circuit CD (Data Terminal Ready), which ultimately enables 14 at 

pin 4. Thus, 14-6 sends a high with the 2207 selected with an XNT 

address AND with the Teletype (Data Terminal) ready. 

2227 only: Pin 6 of 113 presets LSA pin 6 (low). The low from 15A-6 

is inverted at 12-6 (coordinates 8,K) and causes the CA (Request 

to Send) signal to be active (+10 volts). (The inactive level of 

CA is approximately -10 volts.) 
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With a communications line already established, the modern supplies 

active levels (+lOV) on circuits CC (Data Set Ready) and CF (Carrier 

Detect). The active states of circuits CC and CF are ANDed at 14 pin 14, 

thus causing 14-6 to be enabled high (coordinates 12,J). 

The high from 14-6 is felt at 19-4 and 126-4. An active level (+lOV) 

representing circuit CB (Clear to Send) is supplied at jumper pin 8, and is 

inverted twice (11-10, 16-6) to enable 115 at pin 4 (coordinates 9/10,D). 

Since no data has been sent from the CPU yet, the TBMT (Transmitter Holding 

Register Empty) signal from the transceiver IC (129) is high, which is felt at 

115-3. 115 pin 5 is also high at this time. With 115-3, 4, and 5 high, 15-2 

sends a high to 126-5 and 19-5. 

The high at 126-5 causes RB·· to be low, indicating to the CPU that 

the 07A/27 controller is ready to receive data from the CPU. The high 

on 19-5 enables the transceiver IC (129) to receive an OBS strobe. 

When OBS arrives from the CPU, a HEX 11 (X-ON) is strobed into the 

transmitter holding register of 129 via OBl-8, 131, and 141 (coordinates 

12,D/E/F). At this time, TBMT (129-22) goes low. With TBMT low, RB 

to the CPU goes high (via 115-6, 15-2, and 126-6) informing the CPU 

not to send another strobe and output data. 

The contents of 129's transmitter holding register is transferred 

to 129's transmit register, and is then sent out serially, accompanied 

by the start, stop, and parity bits selected by push button(s). This 

serial data becomes circuit BA (Tranrnitted Data 2227) or circuit BB 

(Received Data 2207A) to the external device (Teletype -07A, or Modem 

-27) via line driver 12. 

When one byte (HEX 11) X-ON is transmitted, the paper tape reader will 

be on, and the first byte of data is read and sent serially from Teletype 

to 2207A. 
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One serial byte of incoming data is received by the 07A/27 controller 

at the SI (Serial Input) port of 129 (pin 20) via 11-13. This byte of 

data is transferred to L29's receiver register, and then to L29's receiver 

holding register, where the data awaits input to the CPU. With a char

acter transferred into L29's receiver holding register, DA (129-19, "Data 

Available") becomes active (high), 

Prior to the reception of the first byte ·of serial input data, the 

microprogrammed signal sequence for the LOAD, DATALOAD, or DATALOAD BT 

statements will strobe a new address (RCV address) on ABl-8. 

HEX 41D 

If: HEX 41E 

HEX 41F 

is the address used in the 
LOAD, DATALOAD, OR DATALOAD BT 

-- statement, the second address 
automatically strobed will be: 

-·HEX 19 

lA 

-HEX lB 

(Second address is low order HEX 04 less than the HEX address 

specified in the LOAD, DATALOAD, or DATALOAD BT statement.) 

If the secondary address strobed matches the RCV address switch 

setting, latch 113-9 and AND gate 14-3 are set high. The high from 

14-3 enables 126-2. Since DA is high, 126-1 will be high; thus, R/B 

goes low, indicating to the CPU that one byte of data is available for 
input (via IB.1='8). 
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At this time, the CPU will become ready (CPB = high) and NAND gate 

19-8 will trigger IBS to the CPU, and will make data available to the CPU 

from 129' s receiver holding register (129 pins 5-12). 

The CPU goes busy (CPB = low) to accept the first byte of data from 

the Teletype. A new character is input each time the CPU (CPB) becomes 

ready. 

The primary (XMT) address specified in the LOAD, DATALOAD, or 

DATALOAD BT statement will be strobed when the last character has been 

read from the Teletype reader. The CPU automatically sends an ASCII 

X-OFF to shut o-f trP. Teletype reader mechanism. 

2227 only: When an ZOH (End-of-Message) character is read, L38 and 

L39 cause 130-9 to be set. Lll-6 (coordinates 3,E) is already enabled 

with an RCV address and CPU ready. The high from L30-9 causes Lll-6 to 

go low, triggering L8-9. 18-9 causes a 5 µs IBS, plus a HEX OD to be 

strobed into the CPU (L30-8 simultaneously disables L8-6, L26, L27, 

and L35), L8-9 also resets L29's Receiver holding register at L29-18, 

via L4-8, L15-12 and 128-2. This terminates the loading of data into 

the CPU via 2227 (SP.e Fip,ures A and B). 

'DA' FROM L29 

FROM L29, 
L37, 
L28. 

FROM L4-3 -----. 
CROM L20-2 

,,. 

FIGURE 20 
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FIGURE 21 

FROM L30-8 

TO L4-10 

FROM L 11-6 
FROM L4-8 

'-----...,.--...,.----1--+--- FROM L 12-10 

TO L30-10 

7. 4 ERROR DETECTION CIRCUITRY ..... 

When line distC'rtion or noise is received at L29 pin 20 (Serial data 

output to transceiv~r IC, L29) generates a Framing/Parity error at J.29-13/ 

14. The resulting low at 17-4/z causes the following: 

(a) 120-9 goes low via L7-4/z, to preset LJ0-9 high, and generates 

EOM (low). 

(b) The low from LJ0-8 (preset low) disables IBS at L26-12. 

(c) The low from LJ0-8 clears L8-6 low, disabling L26, 27, and 35. 

(d) EOM triggers L8-9 (5 11s, low). 

(e) This 5 11s low from L8-9 issues a HEX 4D via rn1_8 , an rn9 bit 

(special function indicator) via L7-12/13, and an input strobe 

(IBS) via Ll9-10/ll. 

(f) The HEX 4D plus special function indicator rB9 executes a DEFFN '77 

subroutine. If no DEFFN '77 routine has been programmed, an ERROR 48 

will be produced in the CRT of the receiving 2200. The DEFFN '77 

subroutine usually is programmed to PRINT "FRAMING/PARITY ERROR". 
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FIGURE 22 
•• 

... 
·- ~/1i11f~l"-'--~--~~~~~--~-4-

,,.,. .... 

(g) This branch to DEFFN '77 also terminates further input to the 2200 

CPU from the remote terminal via 2227. Control is returned to the 

2200 for execution of the DEFFN '77_special function subroutine. 

7.5 BREAK/HALT/STEP CIRCUITRY 

2207A Only: If a BREAK signal (> 125 ms space) is received by the 2207A 

controller, the following events result in a 5 µs HALT pulse to 

the CPU. This will interrupt output to the Teletype/Teletype compatible 

device via 2207A. A BREAK (space) signal less than 125 ms in duration 

will not hnlt output. 

--·- -·-l l 50ms .---- Ll 6-11 -----

~ 

FIGURE 23 

___ J 
BRl!.llJ< l>IJLS E 

.____ __ L20-8 

I ·• f 
, ' 

_ _..!, 25ms ._I ___ L 16_ 10 --------

-1~ _ _:--- Ll 4-11-------'---' 

I 
I 

--u-Ll4-3 

I 

i 
---·:--! r--Ll7-9 

Sus U 49 



2227 Un.Ly: Uriqinating a BREAK sigual while rcceivlng data fro111 H 

remote terminal: 

Depressing the red BREAK button on the 2227 controller (or at the 

external llREAK button) lvill trigger Llb-7 v1a L.LS-8 and LS-6/5. The 

pulse from Llo-7 (270 ms, low) causes a 270 ms space to be sent to 

Lhe trnnfmlitlini~ terminal. vin J!J'l M11dt•111, L:~-2/7, L'i-l:~/11, :rncl LJl~-1~/h. 

FIGURE 24 

2227 Onllj: l?cceivinq a llREJ\K sir,nn.L while receivinp, datn from R 

remote terminal: 

A 270 ms BREAK (space) si2nal received (overriding any data currently 

being received) at L29 pin 20 (Serial data output to transceiver IC, L29) 

generates a Framing/Par1ty error at L29-13/14. The resulting low at 

L7-4/ 2 causes the same events U sted under ERROR DETECTION CIRCUITRY 

(1 terns (a) through (~)). 

2227 Only: Originating a HREAK signal while transmitting data to a 

remote terminal: 

Depressing the red BREAK button on the 2227 controller (or at the 

c~xternal BREAK button) will trigger Ll.6-7 via LlS-8 and LS-6/5. The 

resulting 270 ms low pulse causes LlS-b to go hj p,h, thus disabling any 

further OBS (output) pulses from the CPU. Simultaneously, RB goes high, 

informing the CPU to cease output data for the 270 ms break duration. 

Transmission continues until RESET or end of transmission occurs. (It 

is assumed that if one originates a Break, transmission will cease.) 
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DIAGNOSTIC TESTS - 2207A/2227 

A test procedure has been set up for theCustomer ~ngineering Division 

to communicate with WYLBUR, PHI' s IBM series 360 computer. The test pro

cedure will be used to assure the customer that 2200 TC units are function

ing properly. 

IMPORTANT 

THESE TESTS WILL NOT BE USED FOR DEMO OR TRAINE~G PURPOSES. 

The WYLBUR test procedure describes how to sign on to WYLBUR, 

and how to playback a test in WYLBUR's memory. 

In order to use these test procedures you must obtain the "keyword" 

from a Home Office Field Engineer. Since the keyword is frequently 

changed, access to WYLBUR would be impossible without first obtaining 

the latest keyword. 

Before contacting WYLBUR for a 2200/2227 telecommunication test, 

run the off line 2227 diagnostic (with test connector), described below: 

DIAGNOSTICS 

This diagnostic cassette has five -07A/27 telecommunications tests. 

The first block is a general 2207A/2227 OFF-LINE test for 2200 A or B; 

the second block is a Model 2227 ON-LINE test (System 2200-to-System 

2200 via modems); the third block is a 2207A/2227 OFF-LINE test for 

22008 CPUs only; the fourth block is a Model 2207A ON-LINE Teletype 

test; the fifth block is the WYLBUR diagnostic. 

To load any diagnostic on this cassette, rewind, key CLEAR, EXECUTE, 

LOAD, EXECUTE, RUN, EXECUTE and follow the instructions listed in this 

section, along with those listed on the CRT. 
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BLOCK #1 (MODEL 2207/2227 OFF-LINE) 

(a) Plug RS-232-C Cannon test connector* into Model 2207/2227 controller 

PC. 

(b) Set CCV switch to HEX 19 (Model 2207/2227) 

Set XMT switch to HEX lD (Model 2207/2227) 

Set EOM switch to HEX OD (Model 2227 only) 

(c) Plug controller board into CPU and turn System 2200 power ON. 

(d) For Model 2207, set the red ASCII/BINARY switch to the BINARY 

position (DOWN). This will select .8 bits per character with no 

parity. 

(e) For Model 2227, set switches NBl and NB2 to the UP position (8 bits 

per character). 

(f) For ~bdel 2227, set OPS switch to either UP or DOWN position (not 

critical). 

(g)· For Model 2227, set PAR switch to the UP position (no parity). 

(h) For lfodel 2227, set SB to the UP position (2 stop b:1..ts). 

(i) RUN, EXECUTE 

(j) Enter 64 characters on Model 221~/2222 keyboard: 

:ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ0123456789:; < = > 7 ! "# $ % & '()*+,-./[) t+-ABC 

(k) Enter "YES" for contL.uous test loop or "NO" for one test run. 

(1) If characters are received into display exactly as sent, OFF-LINE 

test verifies good. Turn System 2200 power OFF. Remove RS-232-C 

test connector from controller board. 

*RS-232 Cannon Test Connector: #DB-25P; WL 11350··1030 (Male) or #DB-25S; 

WL 11350-1:131 (Female). 

Pins 2 and 3 are wired t0~~the~; pins 4 and 5 are wired together; 

and pins 6, 8 and 20 are wireG ~ogecher. 
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BLOCK #2 (MODEL 2227 ON-LINE) 

(a) This test may be used in the event of a WYLBUR test failure. 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

(h) 

Connect RS-232-C cable from Model 2227 controller board to modem. 

Both Home Office and remote terminal must use the same or compatible 

modem type. 

Call 617-851-4111, extensions 2124, 2125, or 2126 between 9 a.m. 

and 4:30 p.m. EDT, Monday through Friday. 

Home Office: key special function 01 (System 2200) to RECEIVE DATA. 

Remote Office: key special function 00 (System 2200) to TRANSMIT DATA. 

Enter data shown in OFF-LINE test. 

The Home Office should display data received from remote Model 2227. 

Reverse procedure; that is, Home Office keys 00, remote office keys 

01. Send data. 

Remote office should display data received from Home Office Model 2227. 

BLOCK #3 - 2207A/2227 OFF-LINE Test For 2200B Only 

The instructions for this test are listed on the CRT. 

BLOCK #4 - MODEL 2207A (Teletype ON-LINE Test) 

Since the mechanical paper tape reading mechanism of TELETYPE units 

may also be used with the System 2200, the following test will verify 

TELETYPE punch/reader operation. 

(a) With System 2200 power OFF, connect RS-232-C cable from Model 2207 

controller to TELETYPE unit. (ASCII/BINARY SWITCH DOWN) 

(b) Turn System 2200 power ON. 

(c) Clear System 2200 RAM (CLEAR, EXECUTE). 

(d) Reset System 2200. 

(e) LOAD 2200 Output Writer System Tape. (The 2207,27,50,52 tape has the 

same test. See Service Newsletter #3-5, General section, item #2.) 

(f) RUN, EXECUTE 
(g) Follow instructions on CRT. 
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(h) All operating instructions for this diagnostic are printed on the 

CRT. 

This diagnostic perfonns two tests: 

1) DATALOAD/DATASAVE (Indicates "OK" or "ERROR") 

2) DATALOAD BT /DATA SAVE BT (Indicates ''.OK" or ERROR") 

NOTE: 

\4hen DATALOAD BT/DATASAVE BT test is being run, 

hold Teletype punch ON button down. 

BLOCK #5 - WYLBUR TEST 

lf Block #1 verifies good for 2227, proceed with the following: 

Set address switches to: 

RCV = HEX 19, XMT • HEX lD, EOM • HEX 11 

BAUD RATE: Set baud rate switch to 300 baud. 

NUMBER OF BITS: Set NBl switch DOWN and NB2 switch UP for 7 data bit 

structure. 

PARITY: Set PAR switch DOWN and OPS switch UP for even parity. 

STOP BITS: Set stop bit switch UP for two stop bits. 

Resultant switch ·settings should appear as follows: 

UP - 110 

UP 150 

DOWN - 300 

UP - 600 

UP - 1200 

--- BAUD RATE 
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DOWN - NBlJ __ _ 
UP _ NB 2 __j NUMBER OF BITS 

DOWN - PAR 

!JP - OPS ODD/EVEH PARITY 

ul' - STOP 1\J'I' -- '.~ STOP IHT~~ 

TEST: 

1) Dial WYLBUR at 617-646-9600. 

2a) If using a model 103 modem (or 103 equivalent), wait for carrier 

tone andthen press "data" button. 

b) If using acoustic coupler wait for high pitch sound from telephone 

and place receiver down into cups located on coupler. A light 

will illuminate on coupler when carrier tone is established. If 

not, redial WYLBUR. 

NOTE: 
The coupler should be set for full duplex operation. 

EXAMPLE: On OMNITECH coupler, both switches 
located at rear of coupler must be out. 

3) Key special function 00 for 2200A; 0.1 for 2200B. 

4) Enter the word "GTWX" from keyboard and EXECUTE. 

S) The computer will respond with "Wang Computer Service". If this 

does not occur, repeat step three (3). 

6) The computer.will again respond with "TERMINAL?" ENTER "W33" 

then C/R. 

7) The computer·will respond with "INITIALS?" ENTER "FES" then C/R. 

8) The computer will respond with "ACCOUNT?" ENTER "FS" then C/R. 

9) The computer will respond with "KEYWORD?" Enter keyword obtained 

from Home Off ice) then C/R. 

10) The computer will respond with "COMMAND?". 
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You are signed on to the computer system. If you want to play out the 

program which is already in the computer, follow procedure in Section l. 

SECTION l 

The steps below follow step 10 of sign-on procedures. 

1) ENTER "USE 2200 ON W33002" the C/R. 

2) The computer response "COMMAND?" ENTER "LIST UNN", the C/R. 

3) The computer will then ~end the test and it will be displayed on 

CRT. 

1) 
2) 

3) 

4) 
5) 

6) 

7) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 

8) 

9) 

10) 

This is a 2200 T.C. test. 
The 2200 can operate at 110, 150, 300, 600, and 1200 baud rate 
depending on modem. 
The bell 103A or compatible can OP,erate at up to 300 baud/while 
bell 202C up to 1200 baud. 
The 2200 system can be selected 0 for 5 to 8 data bits per character. 
The even or odd or not parity is switch selectable. Also 1 or 2 
stop bits are switch selected. 
The 2200 T.C. uses half duplex mode which means it cannot receive 
and transmit at the same time. 
You must have received seven lines and this is the end of transmission • 

When the test is completed the computer will respond with "COMMAND?" 

ENTER "CLR ACT" C/R. 

The computer will respond with "COMMAND?" 

ENTER "SIGNOFF", then C/R, 

The computer will respond with "OK TO CLEAR?" (Optional) 

ENTER "CLEAR", then C/R. 

The computer will give statistics on how long the terminal has 

been signed on, etc. 

The computer will send "END OF SESSION"; this concludes the test. 
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APPENDIX A - RS-232-C INTERFACE CONNECTOR CHECKS FOR 2227 

The following table can be 1•sed to verify correct levels at the 

RS-232-C connector on the 2227. 

LEVELS LEVELS 
EIA (No Line (Line 

PIN II CIRCUIT FUNCTION Established) Established) 

1 AA Protective Ground +ov +ov 
2 BA Transmitted Data -lOV +lOV (data) 
3 BB Received Data -lOV +lOV (data) 

* 4 CA Request 'l'o Send -lOV +!UV 
5 CB Clear To Send -lOV +lOV 
6 cc Data Set Ready -lOV +lOV 
7 AB Signal Ground +ov +ov 
8 CF Carrier DE•tector -10 +10 

I UNUSED I 
20 CD Data Terminal i(eady +lOV +lOV 
22 CE Ringing Indicator - NOT USED 

* Used only with 202C modem; not with 103 modem. 
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APPENDIX B - ASCII CONTROL AND GRAPHIC CHARACTERS IN HEXADECIMAL AND 

BINARY NOTATION 

HEXADECIMAL CODES: 

7-BIT BINARY CODES: 

HEX (a 1 a2 ) 

(b7 b6 b5 b4 b3 b2 b,) 

THfiEE BIT~; ;--0 0 ~- - ~---r--,-- r-~-- 1- - i 1 - ! ;--~Bl; 
IHIGH ----- 0 0 1 1 i 0 I 0 1 1 1 ' I\ BINARY 

"':~:.::''_ J 0 • 1 '. -, r 3 r :r,--, r-:lH" I 
tHIGH ORDER! L __ _L ___ ~ __ _L ___ J_ _ __j ___ ~ __ j___I ~ h4 ti, ti 0 ~ 

-- NUL DLE SP 0 ~!-~_, _ _L~ __ Ii ~' o[;-~ 
SOH OCl A 0 " i q 11 1 ii 0 ol 0 1 1 

c 
H 
A 
R 
A 
c 
T 
E 
R 
s 
I 

STX DC2 2 B R b r l \ IT QT 1 0 

ETX OC3 - 3 c s I: I I 0 0 ! 1 

I EQT OC4 l s I 4 D T I d ! t I 4 I LI 00 W-+,1 00 0 

ENO NAK I 0 5 E ~ e u 5 ~i-2-+. 
ACK SYN r I 6 ' F V I f I v 6 \ O 1 1 O 

BEL ETB I·""'· I 7 ~ w -;-1-:-: 7 ~ 1 1 

BS CAN I 8 H l x l h x 8 I 1 0 0 0 

HT I El\1 I I y J_ i y 9 

• LF ! SUB J A 

VT 1 ESC K k B 

FF FS L I \ i I ' 
.----+---+---t---+----+----+-----+--.-

~~ R GS M 1 I j ~--+-L_ 
SO RS N l ' jl n ~ 

.._________j____,1----+---+----t-~-+--+--____, 

~., L~_u_s~--~-~_o_l~'",_'.','.'~;: Q_~_E L_ 

NUL 
SOH 
STX 
ETX 
EQT 
ENO 
ACK 

BEL 
BS 
HT 

LF 
VT 
FF 

CR 
so l SI 

---------------------------------.. 
~-----------CHARACTERS-----~-~- SECOND HE~ 

DIGIT 

ILOWORDERI 

LEGEND FOR ASCII CONTROL CHARACTERS 

Null OLE Data Link Escape 
Start of Headinq DC1 Device Control 1 
Start of Text DC2 Device Control 2 
End of Text DC3 Device Control :; 
End of Transmission DC4 Device Confrol 4 
Enquiry NAK Negative Acknowledge 
Acknowlecfqe SYN Synchronous Idle 
Bell (audible or ;ittenllon siqnal) ETB End of Transmis~ion Block 
Ba~kspilCL' Ii CAN Cancel 
Horizontal Tabulation EM End of Medium 
lpunchecl card skip) 

1 
SUB Substitute 

Line Feed I ESC Escape 
Vertical Tabulation \! FS F lie Separator 
Form Feed GS Group Separator 
Carriage Return RS Record Separator 
Shift Out us Unit Separator 
Shift In DEL Delete 
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ILOW 

ORDER I 
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APPENDIX C - MODEM OPERATION (103A, 202C, Acoustic Couplers) 

DATA 
TALK 
TEST 1 
TEST 2 
LOCAL 
AUTO 

BELL MODEL 103A DATA SET 

MODEL 103A CONTROLS 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

AUTO BUTT.Q~.: Establishes automatic answer circuit for customer 

equipment. 
. '· 

LOCAL BUTTON: Disconnects voice channel and connects transmit . ·1...,.., 

circuit to receive circuit;··. a'.-' t~~-~ feature. 

TEST 1 BUTTON: Turns on test cir~~-:i:t:>#J . ., a test feature. 
··-·-·-· 

TEST 2 BUTTON: Turns on test circuit 112 a te·ert.feature. 
'·•. 

TALK BUTTON: Corinects voice channel of phone for voice transmission. 

DATA BUTTON: Establishes a line between customer terminals for 

data trasmission. 
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BELL 103A DATA SET - REAR VIEW 

MODEL 103A JACKS 

(a) CUSTOMER EQUIPMENT: This is a female cannon connector which 

connects to the Wang 2227 via the Data Set Cable. 

(b) TELEPHONE LINE: This is a male cannon connector which connects 

to the telephone and telephone box via a cable coming from the 

telephone box. 

(c) POWER PLUG: This is a male three prong A.C. plug which connects 

to the 110 VAC line. 

ESTABLISHING A LINE BETWEEN BELL 103'S 

MANUAL ANSWER 

To establish a line manually simply dial the number of the desired 

terminal you wish to make contact with. (Talk button depressed on both 

103's). When contact is made the operators must determine which end 

will send and which end will receive, Each end must depress the DATA 

button on their 103A modems. This establishes a line; transmission 

should now be possible. 
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AUTO ANSWER 

Establishing a line automatically requires no assistance on the 

answer end, however, the originate end must make the initial contact. 

To make contact, the originate end, with the TALK button depressed, 

dials the answer end's number. When the answer end switches on it will 

generate a tone on the line and at this time the originate end should 

depress the data button and hang up. The data button stays lit and a 

line is established. On the answer end the 103A must have the AUTO 

button depressed, (AUTO button light should be on). When the originate 

end dials the answer end the bell will ring momentarily then the data 

light will illuMinate. 
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BELL 103A MANUAL EXTRACT (PUB. #41101) 

CONTROLS 

The associated control unit is equipped 
with six push button keys for control of the 
station: 

DATA - (nonlocking; releases any depressed 
locking key) - If the Talk key has been 
depressed and the telephone handset is off 
the cradle, the DATA key transfers the set 
from the voice mode to the data mode. It is 
illuminated when the set is in the data mode. 

TALK - (Locking) - When depressed and the 
handset is lifted the set is placed in the 
voice mode. If it had been in the data mode, 
it is transferred to the voice mode. 

TEST 1 - (nonlocking) - Places the data 
set in the answer mode for test purposes. 
This key should be used only when and as 
directed by Telephone Company personnel. 
It is illuminated when the data set is in the 
test mode. If activated accidently, the test 
mode may be canceled by operating the DATA 
key. 

TEST 2 .- (nonlocking) - Returns the set 
from the answering to the originating mode 
for test. This key should be used only when 
and as directed by Telephone Company 
personnel. 

LOCAL - (locking) - Places data set in the 
local mode. In this mode signals sent into 
circuit BA (Transmitted Data) appear on cir· 
cuit BB (Received Data). This permits cus
tomers to make a check of the continuity of 
the interface connections and of the signal 
handling stages adjacent to the interface in 
the customer's equipment. It may be released 
by depressing the DATA, TALK, or AUTO 
keys. 

AUTO - (locking) - When automatic answer 
is provided on a key-controlled basis, this 
key is depressed to enable the feature. Cir
cuit CD (Data Terminal Ready) must also be 
"ON" for the feature to function. The key is 
illuminated when depressed, It may be re
leased by depressing the DATA, TALK, or 
LOCAL keys. 

If the option for continuous automatic an
swer is provided, the AUTO key is inoperative. 
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Automatic answer is available for use as 
desired by the customer to automatically answer 
all calls placed to the telephone line on which 
the data set has been installed. When the cus
tomer elect.s to use the automatic answer feature, 
the cuRtomer's data terminal equipment com
mands the data set to automatically answer calls 
by placing an "ON" condition on the CD (Data 
Terminal Ready) interface lead. If the data 
terminal equipment is not ready or if the cus
tomer does not want calls to be automatically 
answered, the CD (Data Terminal Ready) lead 
may be held in the "OFF" condition. Under 
this condition, the telephone bell on the asso
ciated control unit will ring without answering 
the call. Circuit CE (Ringing Indicator) will 
come "ON" with each ringing cycle. The cus
tomer may answer the call manually by lifting 
the telephone handset or command the data set 
to automatically answer the call by placing an 
"ON" condition on the CD (Data Terminal Ready) 
lead. 

When the automatic answer feature is 
used, careful consideration for the disconnect 
of cells answered must be provided in the data 
terminal equipment. 

The options available regarding the auto
matic answer feature are: 

1. Automatic answer controlled by AUTO key 

2. Automatic answer always available 

The automatic answer feature is effective 
only when circuit CD (Data Terminal Ready) 
is "ON." 

When all conditions for automatic answer 
have been met, an incoming call will be auto
matically answered, the data set will be put in 
the data mode, and channel establishment will 
proceed. 

The DATA key will be illuminated when 
the data set achieves the data mode. 

A short "ON" signal on circuit CE (Ring
ing Indicator) will occur as the call is answered. 
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BELL 103A MANUAL EXTRACT (PUB• #41101) 

Local Mode 

When the LOCAL key (locking) is de
pressed, the data set enters the local mode. In 
this mode, the signals applied to circuit BA 
(Transmitted Data) are repeated out through the 
circuit BB (Received Data). This permits a 
"loop-back" test of the customer's interface 
cable, the interface connectors, and the signa! 
handling stages in the customer's equipment 
adjacent to the interface. Circuits CB (Clear 
to Send), CC (Data Set Ready) and CF (Carrier 
Detector) are "OFF" while in the local mode. 

If an incoming call should be automatically 
answered while in the local mode, the data set 
will revert to normal operation for the duration 
of the call. The local mode is inoperative"while 
in the test mode. 

Test Mode 

A remote test feature has been provided 
-with Data Set 103A in order to permit customer 
participation in determining maintenance respon
sibility, in the interest of holding service out
ages to a minimum. In the event that trouble in 
the data set is suspected, the customer should 
call the Telephone Company Repair Service. 
The trouble report then .will be forwarded to a 
Telephone Company data test center where an 
attendant can call the customer at the data set 
location and request the customer to operate 
the data set TEST keys as described in Section 
S. The remote tests performed check circuits in 
the data set up to the customer interface for the 
purpose of determining whether Telephone Com
pany maintenance forces need to be dispatched 
or whether the customer should arrange for a 
maintenance check of his own equipment. 

Circuits: 

Certain control circuits shall be designed 
to "fail safe." These include such circuits as 
Data Set Ready and Data Terminal Ready. "Fail 
safe" operation implies that the destination can 
interpret the signal condition as "OFF" when 
the source has lost power. In this case, no 
potential is applied by the source. 
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Loss of Circuit 

Loss of continuity of either direction of 
transmission of the telephone channel will cause 
circuits CB (Clear to Send) and CF (Carrier De
tector) to go "OFF" at the end or ends 30 me:; 
after losing tone. This may be used to call at
tention to this loss, if return to voice is not ex
pected at the time. 

Circuit Functions 

Circuit AA (Protective Ground) is tied to 
the frame of the data set, which is in tum grounded 
to the power system ground through the power 
cord. It may be tied to the frame of the cus
tomer's data terminal equipment. Such equipment, 
if operated by commercial power, should also 
have an appropriate ground applied to its f•ame. 

In no case should Circuit AA (Protective 
Ground) be used to provide the sole protective 
ground to commercially powered data terminal 
equipment. 

Whenever possible the data set and data 
tenninal equipment should obtain their frame 
grounds from the same receptacle box or ground 
bus. 

Circuit AB (Signal Ground) provides the 
reference point for all other interchange circuits. 
In this data set it is tied to the frame. It may be 
tied to the frame of the customer's data terminal 
equipment if the circuit so requires. 

Circuit BA (Transmitted Data) is used by 
the data terminal equipment to present the data 
to be transmitted. It is only operative when cir
cuit CB (Clear to Send) is "ON." 

Circuit BB (Received Data) delivers the 
data received by the data set. When the data set 
is idle, or when circuit CF (Carrier Detector) is 
"OFF," circuit BB (Received Data) is held in 
the MARK condition. 

,, . 
Circuit CB (Clear to Send) indicates when 

"ON" that the data set has established a con
nection with the distant data set and that signals 
may be applied to circuit BA (Transmitted Data). 

Circuit CC (Data •Set Ready) indicates 
when "ON" that the data set is connected to 
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the telephone line and is in the data mode; that 
is, that it is not in th~ idle, talk, test, or local 
condition, nor is it without power. 

Circuit CD (Data Terminal Ready) is used 
by the customer-provided data terminal to permit 
the data set to enter and remain in the data 
mode. It should be turned "ON" to allow the 
data set to automatically answer an incoming 
call, if all other conditions are met. 'It should 
also be turned "ON" to allow the set to be 
manually placed in the data mode. It is turned 
"OFF" to command the data set to disconnect 
the line at the end of the call. 

Circuit CE (Ringing Indicator) turns "ON" 
to indicate the receipt of a ringing signal by the 
data set. If all conditions for automatic answer
ing are met, it will turn "ON" for a bri'f~f period 
when the call is answered. If automatic answer
ing is not enabled, the "ON" indication follows 
the ringing cycle, typically 2 seconds "ON," 
4 seconds "OFF." 

Circuit CF (Carrier Detector) indicates 
when "ON" that data carrier is being received 
from the distant end. In the method of operation 
used by Data Set 103A, this circuit and circuit 
CB (Clear to Send) carry simultaneous signals. 

Modulation Rate 

The maximum modulation rate of the channel 
provided by Data Set 103A-i.s 300 bauds (300 bits 
per second maximum) ' 

Notes en 103A modem: 
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BELL 202C MODEM: 

Originating Data Calls 

The operator depresses the TALK key 
and places a telephone call to the distant 
terminal in the normal telephone manner. After 
the distant terminal answers: 

Manually_ verbal agreement is reached as to 
when data is to be sent. A lamp is lighted under 
the TALK key of the called party. The called 
party pushes the DATA key first, the calling (or 
originating) party listens for a high pitched 
(2025 cps)tone,when that tonechangestoa lower 
pitch (1200 cps - lead Request to Send ON or 
387 cps - Request to Send OFF, Supervisory 
Transmitted Data ON, on station with reverse 
channel) and he then pushes the DATA key 
down until the as'Jociated lamp lights. 

Automatically_ the high pitched tone will 
be heard for a few seconds. When that changes 
to a lower tone or goes OFF the DAtA key (at 
the calling station) should be depressed until 
the associated lamp lights. 

Noises that may get into the telephone 
transmitter while the operator is listening for 
the change in tone could keep the echo sup
pressor disabling circuit from functioning 
properly. To minimize this possibility, the op
erator should not talk during this interval. 

When calling a station equipped with an 
earlier model data set (202A or 2028) it is not 
necessary to wait for the change in tone (some
times there won't be any) before going to the 
data mode. 
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Answering Data Calls 

A data call can be answered manually or 
automaHcally. If the call is answered manually, 
the operator should insure that the TALK key 
is depressed and answer in the normal manner. 
The lamp will light under the TALK key at the 
called station. When verbal agreeme1t is reached 
as to when transmission of data is to begin, the 
operator should depress the DA TA key until its 
associated lamp lights. The set is now in the 
data mode and transmission can begin. If the 
call is answered automatically, no operation is 
required. The optional AUTO key can be used 
where it is desirable to answer in the unattended 
mode sometimes and the manual mode at other 
times. The operator depresses the AUTO key to 
periuit the station to answer unattended. 

Terminating Data Calls 

Adata call can be terminated in two ways; 
the operator can depress the TALK key, lift 
the handset, and hang up, or the business ma
chines can be arranged to use Data Terminal 
Ready to terminate the call 

Telephone Lines 

In order to maintain high ctuality service 
and to minimize interference from related de
vices, it is preferable to use data sets on in
dividual lines that do not have extensions. 
Data Set 202C can be installed on conventional 
key telephone systems but the hold '.lture can 
not be provided. When the Data Set 202 is used 
on a 4-wire private line, a line and test key is 
installed to permit back-to-back testing and to 
provide uninterrupted termination to multipoint 
private lines when the data set is disconnected 
for maintenance or testing. 

Standard Interface Lead Definitions 

Circuit AA - Protective Ground - Lead 1 

This conductor is electrically bonded to 

the equipment frame. It is further con
nected to external grounds through the 
power cord. 
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Circuit AB - Signal Ground - Lead 7 

This conductor establishes the common 
ground reference potential for all inter
change circuits except Protective Ground. 

It is connected to the frame and to Pro
tective Ground, to minimize the introduc
tion or noise into electronic circuitry. 

Circuit BA - Transmitted Data - Lead 2 

Direction: TO data set 

Signals on this circuit are generated by 
the transmitting business machines and 
are connected to the transmitting data set 
for transmission to remote business ma
chine equipment. 

The transmitting business machine equip· 
ment must hold Transmitted Data in the 
OFF condition when no signals are to be 
transmitted. 

Business Machine equipment designed for 
Receive-Only service must hold this circuit 
OFF at all times. 

The OFF or ON signal condition shall be 
held for the total duration of each signal 
element. 

Circuit BB . - Received Data - Lead 3 

Direction: FROM data set 

Signals on this circuit are generated by 
the receiving data set in response to data 
signals received from remote business 
machine equipment. 

In half-duplex service, the receiving 'data 
set holds OFF condition on Received Data 
when both data processing terminals have 
their Request to Send in the OFF condition. 
In ha1£-duplex service, the Received Data 
Circuit follows the Local Transmitted 
Data Circuit and may be used to monitor 
transmitted signals (e.g., for local copy). 

The OFF or ON signal condition is held 
for the total duration of each. signal 
element. 

Circuit CA - Request to Send - Lead 4 

Direction: TO data set 

Signals on this circuit are generated by 
the business machine equipment to condi
tion the local data set to transmit. The 
carrier signal is transmitted during the ON 
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condition of Request to Send. 

The ON condition must be maintained 
whenever the business machine equipment 
has information ready for transmission or 
being transmitted. The data set transmits 
all data on Transmitted Data, while the 
ON condition is maintained on Requee i to 
Send, Clear to Send, and D.ata Set Ready. 
The Request to Send lead must not be 
turned OFF for at least 1 millisecond after 
the end of the last bit that is applied to 
the Transmitted Data lead. This is to 
insure that the last bit clears the modu
lator before carrier is turned OFF. If 
local copy is being received on 2-wire 
circuits from the demodulator of the set 
that is transmitting, it will be necessary 
to delay the OFF signal on the Request 
to Send lead four milliseconds instead of 
one millisecond. This is to allow the last 
bit to clear the demodulator before the 
squelch circuit clamps the output of the 
demodulator. 
In half-duplex service, the OFF condition 
holds the data set in the receive-data 
condition, and the ON condition holds the 
data set" in the transmit-data condition. 
The above conditions are established 
without regard to signals on Transmitted 
Data and Received Data. 

Business machine equipment designed for 
Receive-Only service must hold Request 
to Send in the OFF condition at all times. 

Business machine equipment designed for 
either Transmit-Only or Full-Duplex serv
ice may hold Request to Send in the ON 
condition at all times. 

On a .multipoint communication channel 
which may successively carry data signals 
transmitted by several data communication 
equipment stations, Request to Send must 
be used by each data processing terminal 
equipment to cm•r:lition its local data set 
to transmit. 

Circuit CB - Clear to Send - Lead 5 

Direction: FROM data set 

Signals on this circuit 'are gererated by 
the transmitting data set to inClicate that 
it is prepared to transmit data. The ON 
condition is a response to the ON condi
tion on Request to Send delayed 200 ± 20 
milliseconds(except when Request to Send 
is turned ON during handshaking) to permit 
the data communication equipment to 
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establish a communication channel to a 
remote data processing terminal. When 
Request to Send is turned OFF, Clear to 
Send is also turned OFF. 

In Receive-Only service, the data set 
holds Clear to Send OFF at all times. 

Circuit CC - Data Set Ready - Lead 6 

Direction: FROM data set 

Signals ·On this circuit are generated by 
the local data set to indicate that it is 
ready to operate. 

The OFF condition indicates either: 

A. Any abnormal or test condition which 
disables or impairs the servire fur
nished. 

B. 'Chat the communication channel is 
switched to the voice mode. 

C. That the local data set is not connec
ted to a communication channel (i.e., 
the data set is on hook). 

The ON condition appears at all lier 
times. 

This circuit indicates the status of the 
local data set. The ON condition should 
not be interpreted either as an indication 
that a communication channel has been 
established to a remote station or the 
status of any remote station or equipment. 

Circuit CD - Data Terminal Ready - Lead 
20 

Direction: TO data set 

Signals on this circuit are used to control 
switching the data set to the communica
tion channel. The ON condition permits 
the data set to be connected to the com
munication channel. However, if the 
station is equipped only for call origination 
by means external to this interface (e.g., 
manually or an automatic call origination 
unit), then the ON condition serves only 
to maintain the connection established by 
these external means. When the station is 
wired for automatic answering of received 
calls, connection to the line is arranged 
to occur in response to a ringing signal. 

The OFF condition removes the data set 
from the communicatiofl channel, for such 
reasons as: 

A. Freeing the line for alternate use(e.g., 
voice or use by other stations). 
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B. Permitting use of the business machine 
equipment for an alternate function. 

C. Terminating a call (i.e., going on 
hook). 

The OFF condition does not disable the 
operation of Circuit CE (Ring Indicator). 

It should be noted that in stations wired 
for unattended answering (not using the 
AUTO key option) when it is desired to 
answer manually, Data Terminal Ready 
will be held OFF. Once the operator 
answers manually and decides to go to 
the data mode, the call will fall down if 
Data Terminal Ready is OFF when the 
DATA key is pushed. 

Circuit CE - Ring Indicator - Lead 22 

Direction: FROM data set 

Signals on this circuit indicate that a 
ringing signal is being received from a 
remote station. This circuit is used for 
automatic ·answering of received calls. 

The ON condition indicates that a ringing 
signal is being received. The OFF condi
tion is maintained at all other times. 

Operation of this circuit is not disabled 
by an OFF condition on Data Terminal 
Ready. 

Circuit CF - Data Carrier Detector -
Lead 8 

Direction: FROM data set 

Signals on this circuit are used to provide 
an indication that the data carrier is being 
received and has been received for at 
least 40 ± 10 milliseconds. When the data 
carrier is lost because the transmitting 
data set is turned OFF or because of a 
fault condition, the OFF condition follows 
after a 15 millisecond guard time delay. 

In half-duplex service the Data Carrier 
Detector responds to carrier signals from 
either the local or remote transmitting 
data set. 

The ON condition indicates reception of 
the data carrier. The OFF condition 
provides an indication of the end of present 
transmission activity or a fault condition. 

Circuit SA - Supervisory Transmitted Data 
- Lead 11 

Direction: TO data set 

Signals on this circuit are used for com-
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munication from the receiving data set to 
the transmitting data set simultaneous 
with the normal data channel. This 
channel can only be used when Request to 
Send is OFF. This lead is provided only 
on data sets equipped with reverse chan
nels. 

Circuit SB - Supervisory 'Recei.ved Data -
Lead 12 

Direction: FROM data set 

Signals on this circuit are used to inform 
the transmitting data set of conditions at 
the receiving data set simultaneous with 
the nonnal data channel. This lead is 
provided only on data sets equipped with 
reverse channels. 



ACOUSTIC COUPLERS 

POWER ON/OFF 
II HALF/FULL DUPLEX ·r ACOUSTIC/INDUCTIVE 

SWITCH 
POWER ON INDICATOR 
CARRIER INDICATOR 

- UPRIGHT /INVERT 
• . SWITCH 
--RS-232C CONNECTOR 

DEi ACOUSTIC COUPLER 

ACOUSTIC COUPLER AND DATA SET JACKS 

(a) DATA TERMINAL: The 2227 Controller/Data Set Cable plugs into this 

terminal. 

(b) 117 VAC INPUT: Three prong power cord connects to this jack and 

to a 117 VAC OUTLET. 

(c) ADAPTOR INPUT (DATA SET ONLY): Acoustic Adaptor cable connects 

to this jack. 

ACOUSTIC COUPLER AND DATA SET CONTROLS 

(a) ON/OFF SWITCH: Turns A.C. power on and off. 

(b) HALF/FULL SWITCH: Set to Full duplex. 

(c) ORIGINATE/ANSWER SWITCH: To establish a line between two couplers 

one unit must be the originate unit and the other the answer-back 

unit. Unless originating, leave in ANSWER. 
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ACOUSTIC COUPLERS 
(d) ACOUSTIC/INDUCTIVE SWITCH: (With a Data Set Acoustic Adaptor 

System). This switch determines whether the receiver of the 

acoustic adaptor will pick up data acoustically or inductively. 

With the switch in the INDUCTIVE position, isolation from ambient room 

noise will be at its maximum. Some couplers provide additional shielding 

to minimize magnetic fields, in these cases acoustic pick-up will 

provirie optirmm performancP. 

(e) UPRIGHT/INVERT SWITCH: Adapts to output polarities of Wang Controller 

the 2227 uses the INVERT position. 

(f) CARRIER INDICATOR: A light which indicates that a line has been 

established successfully between two terminals. 

ESTABLISHING A LINE BETWEEN TWO COUPLERS OR DATA SETS. 

An acoustic coupler and an acoustic adaptor contain two rubber 

cups mounted on the top of the unit (See Figure). One of these cups 

contains a pick up device and the other a speaker. The handset of a 

telephone should fit snugly into these cups and because of their design, 

should isolate the pick. up device from rnom noises. When a telephone 

handset is placed into these cups, a~y signals transmitted from the 

other terminal are picked up by the pick-up devices within the cup and 

transfers these signals to the modulator-demodulator unit. Do not 

place the handset into the cups until the following procedure is followed. 

(a) Place ON/OFF Switch to ON position. 

(b) Plnce HALF/FULL Switch to FULL position, 

(c) Place ACOUSTIC/INDUCTIVE Switch to position which will give maximum 

performance. 

(d) Place UPRIGHT/INVERT Switch to INVERT. 

(e) Phone desired terminal and determine which end will be the originate 

end and which end will be the answer end. With this determineJ 

place the ORIGINATE/ANSWER Switches in their appropriate positions. 

(f) Now the handsets at both terminals may be placed in tne ru01,~r cups 

of their couplers*. 

*At least one of the two couplers must be capable of originatine a carrier 

tone, Some couplers have no carrier oricinatinn c:a 1ia;Jility. 
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APPENDIX D - WANG SYSTEM 2200/2227 TELECOMMUNICATIONS CHECK LIST 

1) Is the transmission asynchronous? 

The answer must be "yes"; synchronous transmission is not possible 

with the System 2200/2227. 

2) Is the transmission rate 110, 150, 300, 600, or 1200 baud? 

Sending and receiving rates must match. Depress the appropriate 

baud rate switch on the Model 2227 board. 

Check the feasible rates below: 

(a) Over telephone lines, from (or to) a System 2200/2227 connected 

to a Bell 103A modem or equivalent: 110, 150, or 300 baud. 

(b) Over telephone lines, from (or to) a System 2200/2227 connected 

to a Bell 202C modem or equivalent: 110, 150, 300, 600 or 1200 

baud. 

(c) Over direct connection lines, from (or to) a System 2200/2227 

connected to the WANG Model 2227-N null modem or equivalent: 

110, 150, 300, 600, or 1200 baud. 

3) What is the character set of the other systems? 

Hopefully, ASCII. The System 2200 uses the ASCII character set 

consisting of 7-bit coded control and graphic characters (8 bits 

including the parity check bit). A different character set requires 

conversion either in the System 2200 or the other system, 

4) What is the character format of the other system? 

The Model 2227 Telecommunications Controller can interact with most 

character formats; e.g., a typical timesharing service uses one start 

bit, seven data bits, even parity, and two stop bits. 

Set switches, as required, for the following items: 

(a) Is there 1 start bit? (No switch. This is standard.) 
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....... 

..... 

SUGGESTED TYPICAL CHECKLIST FOR CUSTOMER FILES: 

2200 TELEPROCESSING INFORMATION 

Customer: 4) Character Structure: 

(a) Number of data bits per character: 

System Configuration: c:::JS 

Length of Cable between 2200 CPU and Modem: 

Terminal previously used (if any): 

Date system is operational: 

COMPUTER NOMENCLATURE: 

1) Main Frame: 

2) 

3) 

Front End: (Line control unit,concentra
tor,etc.) 

Modem Type (or) Type Compatible: 

06 
CJ 7 
08 

(b) No Parity/Parity; iven or Odd: 

Cl No Pa:r l ty 
CJ Even Pdrity 
c:::J Odd Parity 

(c) Number of Stop Hits: 

CJl 
CJ 2 

S) E.0.:1. (End of Message Character - Switch Setting): 

6) Baud Rate(s): 

CJ 110 
CJ 150 
CJ 300 
CJ 600 
CJ 1200 



(b) Are there 5, 6, 7, or 8 data bits? (Set switches NB! and NB2 

according to instructions printed on the Model 2227 faceplate.) 

(c) Is then• parity or no parity'! (Set switch PAR: DOWN for parity; 

UP for no parity.) 

(d) If parity, is it odd or even? (Set switch OPS: DOWN fo"r odd 

parity; UP for even parity.) 

(e) Are there l or 2 stop bits'! (Set switch !SB: UOWN for l stop 

bit; UP for 2 stop bits.) 

5) What modem is connected to the System 2200? To the other system? 

(a) Is the modem a Bell 103A3, a Bell 202C, or equivalent to one 

of these? If so, determine the appropriate dialing procedure 

for hookup to a host CPU (which must be using an equivalent 

level modem). 

(b) Is the modern an acoustic coupler? If so, set the FULL/HALF 

duplex switch in the "FULL" position. Then, initiate the 

phone call for hookup to a host CPU. 

6) What is the protocol of the System being contacted? 

6.1 What telephone number should be called? 

For llO baud: 

For 300 baud : 

To ask questions: 

6.2 What is the normal event sequence immediately after the carrier 

is established'? 

(a) Does the host CPU send a code to the System 2200 first? If so, 

what is the code? Is it a single character or a whole text line'? 

(If communicating under program control, the BASIC language re

ceiving variables must be dimensioned properly.) What response 

from the System 2200 is required by the host? 
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(b) Does the WANG System 2200 transmit first? If so, what code is 

required? For example: Send a single character "ESCAPE" code; 

i.e., HEX (lB), with no carriage return character. Or, send 

the code "GTWX". Or, send a sign-on message with a specified 

" format. 

I 

6. 3 What is the end-of-message (EOM) code; i.e., what is the term

ination code for a text line and/or a query line? 

(a) Is it a carriage-return-character; i.e., HEX (OD)? 

(b) Is it a Teletype X-ON character; i.e., HEX (11)? 

(c) Is it another character? If so, what code? 

If the EOM code of the host CPU is not HEX (OD), the internal 

EOM switch on the Model 2227 printed circuit board may require 

resetting; e.g., to HEX (11) or other code. The EOM switch 

automatically converts the code set on the switch to HEX (OD) 

required by the System 2200. 

6.4 What message or code is sent by the host system when it wants 

the System 2200 to respond?. (Such as "COt·fMAND?" - WYLBUR) 

7) Is there a sample run on file to demonstrate a successful connection 

with the system being contacted? 

If not, document a sample run as soon as a successful hookup is made. 

Indicate what codes, messages, and control characters should be re

ceived and sent. 
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APPENDIX E - QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON SYSTEM 2200 COMMUNICATIONS 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

Q. Can communication take place if one end has a 103 modem and the 

other end a 202C? 

A. NO. Both ends must have the same type of modems. 

Q. Can communications take place if both ends have acoustic 

couplers? 

A. NO. One end must have a modem or originate/answer coupler. 

Q. Can a 2227 controller be connected directly to another 2227 

controller to enable one 2200 system to communicate with another? 

A. NO. However 2200 to 2200 communication is possible using a 

Null modem in conjunction with the two 2227 controller boards. 

Q. Can a 2227 controller be used to run a Teletype? 

A. Yes, if they are connected with a Null modem. The Teletype 

codes ESCAPE and BREAK will not generate RESET and HALT/STEP. 

Q. If a 2207A controller is used, in what mode must the Teletype 

be wired? 

A. Full Duplex mode; 20milliampere wiring. 

Q. Customer has a Teletype for input and output instead of a CRT 

and keyboard. What should the address switches be set to on 

the 2207 controller board? 

A. The RCV address switch to 0116 and the XMT address switch to 

0516' 
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7) Q. 

A. 

• 

• 

With same configuration as question 6, what address must be 

used to punch or read paper tape? 

SELECT TAPE 405 to load or save tape. 

DATALOAD/405, A$ 

DATASAVE/405, A$ 
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